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ABSTRACT 
The Hayes Site (40ML139) ls located in the central Duck River 
Basin of Middle Tennessee. Excavations at the site revealed 
Middle Archaic, late Middle Archaic, and Late Archaic components. 
An examination of the lithic assemblage from the Hayes Site aids 
in assessing and building models of .hunter-gatherer organization 
for the central Duck River Basin. An organizational perspective 
on technology, results from published flintknapping experiments, 
and a lithic resource survey provide the means of constructing and 
employing an interpretive framework for understanding prehistoric 
occupation of the Hayes Site. It was found that materials from 
the Middle Archaic components represent forager residences and the 
Late Archaic component represents both forager and collector 
residences. These findings support the model of hunter-gatherer 
organization formulated by Amick (1984) for the central Duck River 
Basin. 
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Chapter I 
Introduction 
In a recent review of hunter-gatherer archaeology, Thomas 
(1986:247-251) found it necessary to · boo" lithic analysts for 
"chasing rainbows" and not actively partlclpatlng in middle range 
theory building. Others have described lithlc studies as atheoretical 
and tangential to current archaeological pursuits (Amick 1984:1; Cross 
1983:88; Dunnell 1980:466-467, 1984:496-497). However, the study of 
lithlc materials ls essential for a complete understanding of the 
past. Some progress has been made over the past decade in addressing 
criticisms leveled at them, and as a consequence, lithlc analysts now 
stand on firmer theoretical ground and can provide new insights into 
prehistoric lifeways. Specifically, progress has been made ln the 
development of concepts concerning the organization of technology and 
in the pursuit of fllntknapping experimentation. 
In this study, published findings from fllntknapping experiments 
and an organlzatlon of technology approach are used to analyze the 
lithic assemblage from the Hayes Slte <40ML139) located ln Middle 
Tennessee. The goal of this study ls to understand the prehistoric 
occcupation of the Hayes Site and to assess models of hunter-gatherer 
organization that have been previously suggested for the central Duck 
River Basin. In so doing, an approach ls developed that draws heavily 
on the works of others but remains suited to the analysis of the Hayes 
materials. 
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The first step in developing this approach was to devise an 
interpretive framework for prehistoric hunter-gatherer organization 
and occupation of the Hayes Site. In order to place the interpretive 
framework Into proper context, concepts from the study of the 
organization of technology and the distribution of raw materials In 
the area of the Hayes Site were reviewed. To employ the interpretive 
framework, inferences made from the Hayes lithlc assemblage must be 
reliable. The ability of any archaeologists to make reliable 
inferences from the archaeological record has been called into 
question (e. g. Tllley and Shanks 1987a) and ls part of the 
processual-postprocessual debate currently raging ln the discipline. 
This debate ls reviewed and it ls argued that through middle range 
research and multiple lines of evidence archaeologists are in a 
position to make reliable inferences. The type of middle range 
research that ls the key for llthic analysts ls experimentation, but 
not all experiments are equal. 
The conduct of a good experiment ls reviewed and four basic 
design features (relation to theory, accuracy, validity, and coverage) 
are examined. In order for experimentation to aid archaeologists in 
making rellbale inferences, these design features must be more fully 
utilized ln experimentation. Classes of fllntknapplng experiments are 
defined and examined in terms of these four design features. Two 
experiments ln the debltage classification group are of greatest 
importance ln this research . .  These are the experiments conducted by 
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Magne (1985) and Ahler (1988, 1989) which measure equally well against 
the four design features. 
The focus of this study ls the debltage from the Hayes Site. A 
sample of the debitage was first sorted into raw material categories 
using written descriptions <Amick 1984, 1985) and a chert type 
collection. Methodology for classifying debitage into manufacturing 
stages developed and tested by Magne <1985) through fllntknapping 
experimentation ls used to further divide the sample of debitage into 
early, middle and late stages of manufacture. Findings by Ahler 
<1988, 1989), also based on experiment, provide multiple lines of 
evidence to evaluate the classification using Magne 1 s <1985) methods. 
Frequencies of local/nonlocal chert types and manufacturJng 
stages from each of the three components at the Hayes Site are 
compared to the interpretive framework. This study suggests that 
during both components of the Middle Archaic the Hayes Site was used 
as a forager residence. During the Late Archaic occupation of the 
site it was used as both a forager and collector residence. These 
results provide support for the model of prehistoric hunter-gatherer 
organization suggested by Amick (1984, 1985>. The analysis of a 
sample of the llthlc assemblage from the Hayes Site cannot be used to 
unquestionably assess the use of the site by prehistoric 
hunter-gatherers over time, but the groundwork ls laid for future 
research. 
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Columbia Archaeological Project 
The central Duck River Basin of Middle Tennessee has been an area 
of intensive archaeological lnvestlgatlon since the late 1970s. Much 
of this work has been conducted as part of the Columbia Archaeological 
Project. The goal of this project was the generation of data 
pertinent to understanding the interactions of prehistoric human 
groups with a changing Holocene environment <Klippel 1977>. This goal 
has been realized for the Archaic period, especially the 8000-4000 
B.P. timespan. Models of hunter-gatherer organization and adaptive 
�ystems have been constructed based on the collected data <Amick 1984; 
Hofman 1984). These models are a first step in understanding 
hunter-gatherer llfeways in the central Duck River Basin and as such 
require further evaluation and testing. 
As part of the Columbia Archaeological Project, Amick <1984) 
developed a chert type collection for the central Duck River Basin and 
determined chert type dlstrlbutlons through a llthlc resource survey. 
His survey was thorough and included the examination of gravel bars. 
This type of survey ls necessary for examining current models of 
hunter-gatherer lifeways employing llthlc data. 
The huge amounts of data generated by the Columbia Archaeological 
Project coupled with the models which synthesize much of these data, 
along with the chert resource survey make the central Duck River Basin 
an ideal arena for the examination of the organlzatlon of prehistoric 
hunter-gatherer stone tool technology. Amlck's (1984) study of the 
llthic assemblages from seven sites ln the central Duck River Basin 
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was a first step in accomplishing this. He determined, through llthic 
analysis, that the Middle Archaic was a time of high rates of 
residential mobility and expediently organized technology while the 
Late Archaic was more loglstlcally organized with a curated 
technology. He suggested that these findings were further supported 
by independent environmental and demographic data; namely, that the 
Mlddle·Archalc was a time of stress derived from both resource 
deterioration due to the hypslthermal and population packing in the 
Inner Nashville Basin. 
Other investigations do not support the model presented by Amick 
(1984). Hofman (1985) through his investigation of human burials 
suggests that Middle Archaic shel 1 mldpen sites in the central Duck 
River Basin were used by logistically organized aggregate groups of 
hunter-gatherers. This potentially conflicts with Amlck 1 s view that 
the Middle Archaic was a time of high residential mobility. Morey 
(1988> in his investigation of the faunal remains from the Hayes Site 
found no evidence to suggest that Middle Archaic populations were 
under subsistence stress, thus undermining the evidence Amick (1984) 
cited to support his model. Clearly, more work ls needed to sort out 
the organization of Archaic hunter-gatherers ln the central Duck River 
Basin. 
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The Hayes Slte 
Hayes (40ML139> is a large, multicomponent site located at the 
confluence of Caney Creek and the Duck River in Middle Tennessee 
<Figure 1.1). The site was tested as part of the Columbia 
Archaeological Project and consisted of approximately 14,000 m2. A 
large portion of the site (9,000 m2) was a Middle Archaic shel  midden 
(Morey 1988). Middle Archaic, late Middle Archaic and Late Archaic 
components were identified at the Hayes Site by Turner <n.d.) using 
projectile point typology, radiocarbon dates, and stratigraphic 
context. 
Excavations at the Hayes Site proceeded in three phases, In which 
a total of 67 1x1 m units were excavated. The first phase was initial 
testing of the site consisting of a discontinuous one meter wide 
trench <referred to as the 920 trench> running from the bank of the 
Duck River to the midden apex. The 920 trench (25 total units) was 
excavated using a ba�khoe and hand excavations .. Hand excavated units 
covered 1x1 m areas and were excavated in arbitrary 10 cm levels. The 
excavated matrix was waterscreened uslng 6.4 mm and 1.6 mm mesh 
hardware cloth and a 10x10 cm section of each level was removed 
separately for flotation. The second phase of excavation consisted of 
a completely hand excavated discontinuous trench <1004 trench) 
perpendicular to the 920 trench. The 1004 trench (32 total units> 
began a little south of the midden apex and ran nearly to the bank of 
Caney Creek. The 1004 trench excavations followed the hand excvatlon 
methods outlined above. The third phase of the Investigations at the 
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Figure 1.1: Map of the General Vlclnlty of the Hayes Slte Showi'ng the 
Trench Excavations (after Klippel and Morey 1986) 
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Hayes Site involved the stratigraphic excavation of a 1x3 m area 
(referred to as the block). A five meter section of the west wal 1 of 
the 920 trench was excavated back to the 919 line and a 2x5 m area was 
gridded off along the five meter stretch. A 1x3 m block was defined 
which was surrounded by seven unexcavated units.· Surrounding units 
were excavated as noted above for manual methods which isolated the 
1x3 m block. Stratigraphic boundaries were mapped and the block was 
excavated according to natural strata. In  this manner, the block unit 
was excavated with more control and with less mixing of distinct 
stratigraphic levels. 
In suggestions for future work with materials from Hayes, Morey 
(1988:151) considers the examination of the l lthlc materials of prime 
importance especially focusing on attributes which would al low for 
comparisons to the work by Amick (1984). Analysis of this type ls 
currently being conducted using materials recovered from the 
stratlgraphically excavated block but this represents only a smal 1 
portion of the total Hayes l lthic assemblage. In  light of the fact 
that Amick's analysis was undertaken six years ago, an examination of 
a sample of llth lc material from the trench excavations at the Hayes 
Site which takes advantage of recent advances in l lthic analytical 
techniques is also important. Although the attributes would differ, 
the.basic goal remains the same: to make sound inferences concerning 
organizational aspects of prehistoric hunter-gatherer lifeways in the 
central Duck River Basin. This ls the strategy to be followed here. 
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The analysts of the llthlc assembalge from the Hayes Slte wlll 
not answer all of the questions concerning the organization of 
hunter-gatherer lifeways during the Archaic period in the central Duck 
River Basin. Rather, this analysis ls one step in the process of 
increasing our understanding in this area. The approach taken here 
focuses on utilizing advances in archaeological method and theory, 
especially those concerned with the organization of technology and 
lithic analysis. In this way, inferences concerning the 
interpretation of the llthic assemblage from the Hayes Site are made 
more reliable. 
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Chapter II 
The Study of Prehistoric Hunter-Gatherers 
and Impllcat lons for the Hayes Site 
S lgnlflcant advances have been made over the past two decades ln 
hunter-gatherer archaeology. Many of these advances were made through 
the adoption of an organizational approach to lnvest lgat lng 
hunter-gatherer lifeways. One specific area in which an 
organizational approach has proved useful ls ln the examination of 
hunter-gatherer stone tool technology. A review of the organiz�tional 
approach as it relates to hunter-gatherer mobility is presented as 
well as a review of the study of technological organization. 
Hypotheses and implications based on an organizational approach are 
developed for stone tool usage at the Hayes Slte which provide the 
framework for the interpretation of the llth lc assemblage from the 
site. 
An Organizational Approach to Hunter-Gatherer Mobility 
Binford (1977, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981) ls responsible for many of 
the recent advances in the study of hunter-gatherers. The 
organlzational approach that he advocates has potential for providing 
insights into the patterning and variability found in the 
archaeological record of prehistoric hunter-gatherers. One focus of 
organizational studies has been mobility strategies. Mobility can be 
defined as the manner in which hunter-gatherers move across a 
landscape during a seasonal round <Kelly 1988). Understanding 
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differential mobility has implications for other apsects of 
hunter-gatherer llfeways. For example, a decrease in hunter-gatherer 
residential mobility has been linked to increasing complexity <Price 
and Brown 1985:9). Mobility, as such an important part of 
hunter-gatherer adaptation, "needs to be accounted for theoretically 
and documented empirically 11 (Sassaman et. al. 1988:79). An 
organizational approach can fulfill both of these needs. 
Using an organizational approach Binford (1980) developed the 
forager-collector model to describe hunter-gatherer mobility. 
Foragers are said to have a high degree of residential mobility so 
that consumers are moved to resources. Foragers generally do not 
store food but range out in search of food on an encounter basis and 
return each day to their residential base <Binford 1980:5). 
Collectors, on the other hand, exhibit less residential mobility and 
move resources to consumers through logistically organized task 
groups. Collectors "map onto resources" and �tore food for at least 
part of the year <Binford 1980:10). Although a dichotomy ls drawn 
between foragers and collectors, Binford (1980:19) rightly makes the 
point that "logistical and residential variability are not to be 
viewed as opposing principles . •• but as organizational alternatives 
which may be employed ln varying mixes in differing settings N . The 
forager-collector model has become a basic tool for archaeologists 
studying prehistoric hunter-gatherers. 
Another aspect of hunter-gatherer organization, related to 
mobility, is aggregation-dispersion <fusion and fission). The 
1.1 
aggregation-dispersion pattern of hunter-gatherer group composition 
has been ethnographlcally documented <e. g. Lee 1979). It has been 
suggested that prehistoric hunter-gatherers, especially in seasonal 
environments, were organized to al low for periodic aggregation and 
dl·spersion <Conkey 1980; Hofman 1985>. During certain times of a 
seasonal round hunter-gatherer groups are small and dispersed and at 
other times these groups come together to form a large aggregate. The 
adaptive advantages of group aggregation include adjustments to 
ecological conditions and information ex�hange concerning resources, 
but the social and ritual components of aggregation must also be 
considered <Conkey 1980; Hofman 1985>. Hofman (1985) has argued that 
many hunter-gatherer groups likely used both forager and collector 
strategies, employing a collector strategy when the group comes 
together to form a large aggregate. The forager-collector model 
coupled with the aggregation-dispersion pattern illustrates the 
complexity of hunter-gatherer adaptation and the potential diversity 
to be encountered ln the archaeological record. 
Archaeologists lnvestlgatlng the organization of prehistoric 
hunter-gatherers strive to reconstruct mobility strategies, group 
composition, and the relation of these variables to the seasonal 
cycle. Although the forager-collector model ls an important and 
popular method to characterize hunter-gatherers, problems have arisen 
in operatlonallzing these concepts for archaeological study <Hofman 
1985; Thomas 1983). One of these problems ls variable site 
utlllzatlon <Binford 1982). That ls, a site used during one season as 
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a collector residential base could have been used as a collector 
extractive camp during another season after the residence nas been 
moved. Moreover, the compl exity of the probl em increases when 
considering the seasonal mixing of forager-collector mobility 
strategies. A site used as a forager residential base coul d be used 
during another season as a logistical extractive camp by essentially 
the same group. In addition to variable site utilization from season 
to season, there ls the difficulty dlstlngulshlng between an 
extractive camp used repeatedly by a small task group versus a 
residential base occupied only occasionally by an aggregate group. It 
should be evident that differential mobility and group composition can 
interact to produce a wide range of variabil ity in the archaeol ogical 
record. Methods must be developed that overcome these problems and 
sort out the variability. 
Organization of Technology 
The study of the manner in which technol ogies are organized, 
although first developed in the 1970s by Binford (1977, 1978, 1979), 
ls still ln its infancy today. Only recently are the concepts which 
make up this area of research being assessed, appl ied, and further 
developed <Amick 1984; Bamforth 1986; Kell y 1988; Koldehoff 1987; 
Magne 1985; Nelson 1991). Technological organization has been 
variously described and defined (Binford 1979; Kelly 1988; Koldehoff 
1987; Nelson 1991) but differences in these definitions are primarily 
in terms of emphasis and degree of generality. The definition 
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formulated �Y Kelly is sufficiently broad to encompass others and it 
has a behavioral orientation. Technological organization ls 
the spatial and temporal Juxtaposition of the manufacture of 
different tools within a cultural system, their use, reuse, 
and discard, and their relation not only to tool function 
and raw-material type, but also to behavioral variables 
which mediate the spatial and temporal relations among 
activity, manufacturing, and raw-material loci (Kelly 
1988: 717). 
The goal of studies of technological organization ls to determine 
which technological strategies or combination of strategies were used 
prehistorically and how these are related to more general behavioral 
issues including differential mobility and group composition. 
Curat lon and expediency are two strategies described by Binford 
(1977) that are commonly used ln the examination of stone tool 
technologies. Opportunistic behavior has been added by Nelson (1991) 
as a third strategy. Prehistoric stone tools and deb ltage are 
examined to determine which strategy ls represented ln a particular 
archaeological assemblage. Based on this data, other inferences can 
be made concerning mobility. 
Curat lon has several dimensions (advanced manufacture, 
caching/storage, reshaping, transport), "but a critical variable 
differentiating curat lon from expediency ls preparation of raw 
materials in advance of inadequate conditions (materials, time or 
fac lllt les) for preparation at the time and place of use" <Nelson 
1991: 62-63). Curat lon can solve at least two problems. The first ls 
time stress. Time ls invested in manufacture prior to resource 
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acqulsltlon so as to maximize "capture time" (Torrence 1983). The 
other problem solved ls the lack of.raw materials or tools at the 
location where tools are to be used. Binford (1977:35) has argued for 
a strong link between curatlon and logistical mobility "since both are 
organizational responses to conditions in which improving efficiency 
would pay off". 
Expediency ls the counter of curatlon and the deflnltlon of 
expediency to be followed here ls "minimized technological effort 
under conditions where time and place of use are highly predictable ... 
expediency anticipates the presence of sufficient materials and time" 
<Nelson 1991:64). This definition of expediency is at odds with 
Blnford's definition. Binford (1977> suggested that an expedient 
technology ls less organized than a curated one. It ls clear from 
Nelson's (1991> discussion that expediency ls an organized strategy 
employed when planning allows for time and raw material availability. 
Bamforth (1986) considers the linkage made by Binford (1977) between 
collectors and curatlon to imply that there ls a connection between 
foragers and expediency. 
Opportunistic behavior "ls not planned" and ls "responsive to 
immediate, unanticipated conditions" <Nelson 1991:65> . Although for 
both expediency and opportunism, tools are produced at the time and 
place of use, these two strategies should not be merged. That 
expedient behavior ls planned while opportunism ls not has different 
implications for the manufacture and distribution of stone tools. 
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Opportunism has not been speclf lcally associated with a particular 
mobility strategy. 
Technological strategies have been linked to mobility strategies 
because it has been argued that mobility ls likely to have a 
slgn lf lcant impact on the organiz�tlon of hunter-gatherer stone tool 
technology (Binford 1977; Kelly 1988). That is, hunter-gatherers 
employing different mobility strategies would likely organize their 
technologies differently. Thus by documenting differences in 
technological strategies inferences can be made concerning mobility 
strategies. However, Kelly (1988:719) cautions that stone tool 
manufacture ls responsive to "conditions concerning tool needs and raw 
material availability" and that these conditions can be similar for 
both collectors and foragers. The result could be the same 
technological strategy employed by groups using different mobility 
strategies. Although mobility has an impact on which technological 
strategies are utilized, there seems to be no direct correlation 
between technological strategy and mobility strategy <Bamforth 1986; 
Kelly 1988). 
Ne1son (1991:59) identified five leve1s of ana1ysls in 
organization of technology research. These levels are arranged in a 
hierarchy based on distance from material lmp1ications. In her 
diagram (Figure 2. 1), artifact form ls at the bottom with design, 
technological strategy, and social/economic strategy being succesively 
higher levels of analysis. Thus, technological strategy can be 
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Figure 2.1: Levels of Analysts ln Organlzatlon of Technology Research 
<after Nelson 1991> 
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studied through design which can be examined through artifact form. 
Design occupies an important level ln this hierarchy because of lts 
close proximity to artifact form. 
Bleed (1986) discussed two design alternatives, reliability and 
malntalnab)l lty, that can be used to optimize the ava llabll lty of any 
technical system. Avallabll lty ls defined as "the amount of time that 
a system ls available to do a job" <Bleed 1986:739). A system 
designed to be reliable ls dependable so that lt will work when 
needed. Characteristics of a reliable system include overdes lgned 
parts, careful fitting of parts, and overall good craftmanshlp <Bleed 
1986>. Maintainable systems can be "quickly and easily brought to a · 
funct lona l state" even lf broken or. not desl gned for the spec 1 f le task 
at hand <Bleed 1986:739). Maintainable systems are characterized as 
light and portable, extra components ready for use, design for partial 
function, and repair/maintenance occur at use. Bleed (1986), after 
examining the costs and benefits, relates these design alternatives to 
the forager-collector model. Maintainable systems are best used for 
generalized tasks where there ls a continuous need but unpredictab_le 
schedules and £a llure costs are low. Reliable designs w ll  be used 
when failure costs are high or when tasks have predictable schedules 
with available downtime. According to Bleed (1986>, foragers would 
optimally be equipped with maintainable weapons and collectors with 
reliable weapons. 
Nelson (1991) examines the concept of design using Bleed 1 s <1986) 
work as a basis for the discussion. She Identifies versatile and 
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flexible designs as two ways of attaining malntalnab ll lty. Flexible 
tools are designed to be changed ln form ln order to achieve 
multifunctional needs. Versatile tools are designed to be maintained 
In a generalized form to achieve multifunctional needs. Nelson also 
adds transportability as a design strategy. A toolkit designed to be 
transportable will "accomodate the constraints of mobility and 
anticipate future needsH (Nelson 1991:). Transportable systems are 
characterized as being small, lightweight, and resistant to breakage. 
The distinction between maintainable and transportable designs ls not 
altogether clear and the latter would appear to be subsumed by the 
former. I t  may be more appropriate to focus on reliable and 
maintainable designs as basic alternatives as suggested by Bleed 
(1986). Maintainable designs could be further examined by considering 
characteristics such as versatility, flexlbl lty, and transportability. 
Curiously, Nelson (1991) falls to examine the relationship 
between design alternatives and technological strategies even though 
they are closely linked ln her analytical scheme. Also, Bleed (1986) 
was able to relate design alternatives directly with economic 
strategies (forager-collector) without first examining technological 
strategies (curated, expedient, opportunistic). The relations of the 
concepts at different levels ln Nelson's (1991) diagram are thus 
unclear. 
Upon closer examination of reliable and maintainable designs, it 
ls clear that these are design alternatives for a curated 
technological strategy and cannot be related to an expedient strategy. 
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Reliable and maintainable designs are alternatives for optimizing time 
in terms of system availability. An expedient technology ls used when 
sufficient time is expected to be available. "Where availability does 
not matter, the system may not be markedly reliable or maintainable" 
(Bleed 1986:740). I t  would be expected, by definition, that expedient 
technology would not be markedly reliable or maintainable. In terms 
of design, expediency entails minimized technological effort. Besides 
the recognition that expediency ls a planned activity <Nelson 1991) 
very little examination of this technological strategy has been 
accomplished. 
Expediency has been associated with foragers but convincing 
arguments of this association do not exist and the relationship ls 
more by default (Bamforth 1986). Accepting the argument by Bleed 
(1986) that foragers would employ a maintainable design and collectors 
would use a reliable design then in both mobility strategies tools 
would be curated. This ls not terribly surprising, but the 
association of foraging with expediency ls called into question. 
Expediency, unlike curatlon, has not been given a great deal of 
attention. Pa��v and Kelly (1987) have examined expedle�t co�e 
technology and found that it ls used by both highly mobile and 
sedentary groups. Expedient technology can be employed by highly 
mobile hunter-gatherers when raw material ls abundant or locally 
available. Sedentary groups can use such a technology if there is 
locally available raw material or if lt can be stockpiled. 
Collectors, who are sedentary for part of the year, can be expected to 
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practice some expedient production of tools at base camps if raw 
materials are available. The realization that foragers and collectors 
are both likely to use curated and expediently produced tools 
underscores the point that mobility and technological strategy are not 
directly correlated. 
Although an organization of technology approach ls stil l in Its 
Infancy, advances have been made In recognizing the complexity of the 
relationships between mobility, technology, design, and tool 
production. It ls no longer possible to assume a direct correlation 
of foragers to expediency and collectors to curatlon. It ls more 
real istic to assume that both foragers and col l ectors wil l empl oy 
expedient and curated tools. This ls not to say that an organization 
of technology approach cannot be used to make Inferences concerning 
mobility. Rather, for an organization of technology approach to be 
effective, a more sophisticated view of the relations of mobility 
strategy, technological strategy and raw material dlstrlbutlon ls 
needed. Foragers and collectors both employ curated tools but these 
tools are designed differently. Based on the Implications for these 
designs, foragers and collectors should be recognizabl e in the 
archaeol ogical record. Also, a specific knowl edge of raw material 
distributions will aid in developing other implications for 
distinguishing forager assemblages from those of coll ectors. 
Archaeologists have come to the realization that the archaeological 
record of hunter-gatherers ls diverse and complex. Simple methods and 
models based on one-to-one correlations cannot be employed to make 
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realistic statements about prehistoric hunter-gatherers. Methods and 
models must be sophisticated in order to perform adequately but not 
become so complex that it ls unclear what ls being measured. 
Foragers and Collectors ln the Central Duck River Basin 
Models of differential hunter-gatherer mobility have been 
developed for the Middle and Late Archaic periods in the centra1 Duck 
River Basin by Amick (1984) and Hofman (1985). Amick (1984) develops 
hypotheses and associated archaeological implications based on an 
organization of technology approach to stone tool usage. His f lndlngs 
suggest that Late Archaic hunter-gatherers were more logist lca] Jy 
organized than the Middle Archaic. Amick considers the Mi.dd]e Archaic 
to have been a time of stress derived from both resource deterioration 
due to the hypslthermal and population packing in the I nner Nashv ll Je 
Basin which he uses as further· support for his model. Hofman (1985) 
employs an organizational approach to study human burials. He shows 
that mobility ls l lke]y to have had an impact on mortuary practices 
and that different types of burials w ll l be found at dispersed and 
aggregated sites. He suggests that Middle Archaic hunter-gatherers 
used a seasonal mix of foraging and collecting strategies, and that 
shell midden sites in the central Duck River Basin were used by 
aggregates employing a collector strategy. Both Amick and Hofman 
recognize that their models are first steps in understanding 
hunter-gatherer organization in the central Duck River Basin and 
further testing ls required. 
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There ls some conflict between the models suggested by Amlck and 
Hofman. In Amlck's model, the Mlddle Arcnaic·ls nonloglstJcal ly 
organized compared to the Late Archaic but Hofman suggests that Middle 
Archaic shell mldden sltes were used by loglstlcaly organized 
aggregates. There are two posslbilltles for resolving the apparent 
conflict between these models. First, lf a seasonal mlx of strategies 
was used durlng the Mlddle Archaic wlth the Late Archaic more 
loglstlcally organized overall. Second, the Hayes Slte could have 
been occupied by an aggregate group of hunter-gatherers acting as 
foragers not as collectors. 
Morey (1988) offers an alternative to Amlck's interpretation of 
the Mlddle Archaic as a time of resource stress. He agrees wlth Amlck 
that hunter-gatherer groups of the Late Archaic were general ly more 
loglstlcally organized than durlng the Mlddle Archaic but for 
different reasons. Morey, utilizing data from hls examination of 
faunal remains from the Hayes Slte, proposes that Middle Archaic 
groups were not under great stress but were "getting along Just flne" 
<Morey 1988:148>. Slnce a shell mldden slte was not included ln the 
sample of sites that were examined by Amick (1984, 1985), Morey calls 
for an examination of the Hayes lithic assemblage to determine lf lt 
patterns as expected by Amick's model. 
The lithic assemblage from the Hayes Site ls used here to examine 
the models of hunter-gatherer mobility postulated by Amick (1984) and 
Hofman <1985>. The Hayes Slte, havlng two Mlddle Archaic shell mldden 
components and a Late Archaic canponent, proves a useful test case. A 
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Middle Archaic shel 1 midden site was not included in Amlck's (1984) 
analysis and it will be informative to determine 1£ the llthlc 
assemblage supports his interpretations. 
The similarity in the approach taken here and that used by Amick 
demands a more extensive review of his model, hypotheses, and test 
implications. Amick (1984:158) tests the hypothesis that 11 Late 
Archaic groups are more logistically organized· than Middle Archaic 
groups in the central Duck River Basin". He states that 11 Late Archaic 
groups are characterized by high logistical mobility and curatorlally 
organized technology" and "Middle Archaic groups are characterized as 
residentially mobile and technologically expedient" <Amick 
1984:157-158). Amick Orst examlne·s these ideas using Middle and Late 
Archaic assemblages from the Clay Mine Site (40MU347). These 
hypotheses are further examined using a total of seven sites but the 
implications are essentially the same. The examination of the Hayes 
materials will more closely follow the methods used to analyze the 
Clay Mine Site. 
As noted in the discussion of technological organization, an 
understanding of raw material distribution ls critical for relating 
technological strategies to mobility. Understandably, the first step 
undertaken by Amick (1984) was a llthlc resource survey which included 
an examination of gravel bars. Without such a survey, this analysis 
would not be possible. In the resource survey, it was found that the 
Inner Nashville Basin, where the central Duck River Basin ls located, 
contains only poor quality materials (Ridley and Carters cherts). The 
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gravel bars ln the Inner Basin contain a diversity of materials 
Including high quality-Fort Payne and Bigby Cannon cherts but these 
materials are small and lack angularity making their use for tool 
manufacture difficult. The situation in terms of raw materials 
improves moving away from the Inner Basin, where the Hayes Site ls 
located, toward the Outer Nashville Basin and then the Highland Rim. 
The Outer Basin ls still considered a resource-poor zone but there ls 
an increase ln the size and angularity of higher quality cherts in 
gravel bars making these materials more suitable for tool manufacture. 
The Highland Rim ls characterized as a raw material rich zone where 
high quality Fort Payne chert ls abundant and accessible. This raw 
material distribution must be considered when developing test 
lmpllcatlons or interpreting raw material usage by mobile 
hunter-gatherers ln the central Duck River Basin. 
Amick (1984) devloped test implications concerning the use of 
local/nonlocal raw materials and technological strategy with 
consideration to raw material distrlbutlon. Two basic lmpllcatlons 
were developed. First, Middle Archaic assemblages as less 
logistically organized should have a high frequency of local materials 
while more logistically organized Late Archaic assemblages would be 
mainly composed of nonlocal materials. Secondly, Middle Archaic 
assemblages should have a high percentage of early stage reduction 
debris while Late Archaic assemblages should have a high percentage of 
late stage debris. 
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Problems arise after a close examination of the test implications 
and hypotheses suggested by Amick (1984). He assumes a one-to-one 
correlation between mobility strategy and technological strategy. 
Namely, Middle Archaic foragers used an expedient technology and Late 
Archaic collectors used a curated technology. It has been shown that 
this direct correlation ls not warranted. Both foragers and 
collectors employ expedient and curated technologies under certain 
circumstances. A revision of hypotheses and test implications ls 
needed for an understanding of the Hayes Site lithic assemblage. 
Hypotheses and Test Implications for the Hayes Site 
The maJority of the materials found at the Hayes Site are likely 
to represent: 1) forager residence; 2) collector residence; or 3) 
collector camp (definitions based on Binford 1980). The use of the 
Hayes Site solely as a location <sensu Binford 1980) ls considered 
unlikely because of assemblage size and diversity. But considering 
variable site utilization, some materials may have resulted from reuse 
of the site as a location. It should be kept in mind that the Hayes 
Site ls located ln the raw material poor zone of the Inner Nashville 
Basin. Hunter-gatherers, whether foragers or collectors, had to cope 
with the problems of needing stone tools for certain tasks and not 
having easy access to high quality materials. 
It ls hypothesized that residentially mobile foragers would 
likely have geared up before moving to the Hayes Site, bringing a 
curated technology designed to be maintainable. Large blfaces, which 
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could be used as either cores or general tools <Kelly 1988), made from 
high quality nonlocal chert would likely have been a major part of 
this technology. Use of local materials for expedient tools is to be 
expected and replacement of curated tools of nonlocal material (large 
bifaces and projectile points> would occur using local materials when 
needed. 
It ls hypothesized that collectors occupying the Hayes Site as a 
residence would bring a curated technology designed to be reliable. 
These groups would have also geared up, possibly more intensively than 
foragers, because reliable tools need to be made of high quality 
materials. Bifacial cores and finely crafted reliable tools would 
have been brought to the Hayes Site. Local materials are expected to 
be used almost exclusively for expedient tool manufacture. 
Logistically organized task groups are expected to have access to high 
quality materials and these materials would be either procured 
directly or through an embedded strategy <Binford 1979) whenever 
possible for the manufacture of reliable tools. These high quality 
materials procured from the Highland Rim, relatively far from the 
site, would likely be brought back as bifacial cores. 
Collectors using the Hayes Site as a logistically organized camp 
would bring a curated technology designed to be reliable to the site. 
This group being focused on a specific task would be unlikely to use 
local materials. Little debris ls expected because reliably 
manufactured tools are manufactured and maintained at times other than 
use. Broken tools and some repair of tools may occur. The assemblage 
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should consist almost completely of high quality nonlocal raw 
materials. 
The collector camp should be relatively easy to distinguish from 
the other two site types but similarities between forager and 
collector residences makes their identification more difficult. In 
terms of raw material , foragers are expected to make a greater use of 
local materials. Foragers would use local materials for expedient 
manufacture of tools and for manufacture of maintainable tools. 
Collectors are expected to use local materials expediently at 
residences only. Manufacture of expedient tools should result ln 
debltage from early manufacturing stages. Manufacture of maintainable 
tools should result in early and middle stage debitage. Use of large 
bifaces as cores should result in middle stage debltage. Maintenance 
and reshaping of maintainable tools would result in middle and late 
stage debitage. Manufacture of reliable tools from bifacial cores 
should result in middle and late stage debitage and maintenance of 
reliable tools should result in late stage debitage. I f  Hayes 
represents a forager residence , then local materials should represent 
most l y ea� l y  and midd l e  stages of reduction. Non l oca l materia l s  
should come mostly from middle stage with some late stage. If  Hayes 
ls a collector residence, then local material should be almost 
exclusively used expediently resulting in only early stage debris. 
Nonlocal debitage should be mainly late stage with some middle stage. 
Hypothesized percentages are presented in Table 2.1 to illustrate the 
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emphasis on local and nonlocal materials and how these materials are 
expected to be reduced at each site type . 
Table 2 . 1  Interpretive Framework for Determining Hunter-Gatherer 
Organization and Usage of the Hayes Site 
I Local I Nonlocal 
Local Nonlocal I E M L I E M L 
I I 
Forager Residence � � I 60 30 10 I - 70 30 
Collector Residence 30 70 , �  10 I - � 50 
Collector Camp 0 100 I - I - - 100 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
E = early stage , M = middle stage , L = late stage 
The percentages In Table 2. 1 are not considered a set of strict 
predictions but as a guide for interpretation. Archaeological 
assemblages cannot be expected to be classified as neatly as shown 
here. Problems ln sorting local from nonlocal raw mater i als and 
variable site utilization are Just two of the problems that may blur 
patterning .  
The Hayes Site having both Middle Archaic shell midden components 
and a Late Archaic component ls an important test case for 
understanding hunter-gatherer organization in the central Duck River 
Basin. Hypotheses and implications developed through an organization 
of technology approach can be used in the interpretation of the llthic 
assemblage from the Hayes Site. The ability to reliably infer both 
raw material type and stage of reduction ls critical for the 
appllcat l on of the lnterpretlve framework developed here . Middle 
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range research <espec i a l l y  fl i ntknapp ing experi mentat ion) and mult i p l e  
l i nes of ev i dence are key e l ements for i nsur i ng that reduct i on stages 
are re l i ab l y  inferred. 
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Chapter III 
Archaeological Debate, Middle Range Research , and 
Multiple Lines of Evidence : Making Reliable I n f erences 
L lthic analysts, utilizing concepts of the organization of 
technology, can construct hypotheses of prehistoric hunter-gatherer 
lifeways and chipped stone tool use. These hypotheses are only 
legitimately testable if inferences from a prehistoric lithic 
assemblage can be shown to be reliable. For example, reliable 
inferences of raw material type and identification of reduction stages 
present in a l lthic assemb l age would be of great importance when 
investigating hunter-gatherer mobility patterns. The ability to make 
reliable inferences ln any area of archaeology has been strongly 
questioned by some archaeologists and much debate has ensued. I n  
order for the interpretive framework developed for the Hayes Site to 
be employed, issues raised by these archaeologists must be addressed. 
I gnoring or fa lling to address these issues would leave 
interpretations open for criticism at a fundamental level which ls 
obviously unwise. 
Archaeological Debate 
Through critical self-consciousness, the discipline of 
archaeology has reached another crossroad. To move forward would 
again involve, what Clarke (1973) has termed, a " loss of innocence" .  
Processual and postprocessua l archaeo l ogists have battled over the 
nature and goals of archaeology for the past decade. Unfortunately, 
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too often the emphatic proponents of each are more I nterested I n  
attacking the extremes of opposing views rather than facing challenges 
and moving forward. This has resulted in logical positivism taking 
more beatings than a dead horse and the "radical critique" being 
recently tied to the whipping post. After the dust has settled, the 
crossroad ls in view and choices must be made. "Archaeologists who 
are unwilling to face the challenge of the new situation may either 
entrench themselves in traditional positions or retreat within the 
logically impervious bastions of the freely creative artist" <Clarke 
1973:87}. Neither choice ls appealing . In  order to move forward, 
there must be change. The road that must be followed ls the one where 
legitimate challenges are investigated and reconciled without losing 
sight of where the discipline has been and where lt potentially can 
go. 
Processual or new archaeology emphasizes the sclentlflc method 
and the importance of understanding cultural processes. The basic 
tenets of the new archaeology were outlined by Binford <1962, 1964, 
1968) and others <Watson et . al . 1971} ln the 1960 ' s  and early 1970 ' s  
and this approach continues to be deve l oped as processual archaeology. 
Postprocessual archaeology ls a reaction to and critique of processual 
archaeology and ls part of the critical self-consciousness of the 
discipline today. Critical self-consciousness, an u explicit scrutiny 
of the philosophical assumptions which underpin and constrain every 
aspect of archaeological reasoning, knowledge, and concepts" <Clarke 
1973:11-12), ls necessary for the advancement of the science of 
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archaeology but many postprocessualists have become overzealous in 
their critique and scepticism. Certain postprocessualists have 
adopted a stance of 11 dognatic scepticism" that "impedes the advance of 
knowledge" (R. Watson 1990:674). Also, postprocessual archaeologists 
have been too .quick to dismiss the whole of processua l archaeology. 
Two points that are crucial to the postprocessualist position are the 
perceived dependence of processual archaeology on logistical 
positivism and theory laden observations/data. Closer examination of 
these points reveals that they can be overcome without losing sight of 
the goals and nature of processual archaeology. 
Wylie <1989) provided some insight into positivism and its effect 
on new archaeology and subsequent developments. She found it 
surprising, after new archaeologists had rejected the empiricism of 
traditional archaeology, that they should turn to positivism because 
lt too ls a "species" of empiricism. This produced inconsistencies in 
the conceptual framework of new archaeology which caused it to be 
"incapable of fulfilling the planning function required of it" <Wylie 
1989 : 20). Fortunately, the form of positivism that most processual 
archaeo l ogi sts Invoke today ls more genera l than that of l og i ca l  
pos i tivism or even the posit i vism described by Wylie (1989). Hodder 
(1987), a leading figure of postprocessual archaeology, found it 
difficult to disagree with the statement of positivism advocated by 
Earle and Preucel <1987:503) where they view • positivism as a research 
philosophy" which " emphasizes the orderly collection of data within a 
theoretical framework to acquire knowledge expressed as general 
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statements N . This may be evidence that many processual archaeologists 
are utilizing one form of positivism, but not positivism in the strict 
sense of the word, and postprocessual archaeologists are critiquing 
the logical positivism adopted for the new archaeology. This ls a 
semantic problem easily reconciled by: 1) dropping the term positivism 
if it does not truly apply or only applies in a general sense; and 2) 
processual archaeologists redefining their position. 
The critique that observations are theory laden deserves close 
consideration. Hodder (1984) viewed the problem of theory ladenness 
as the impossibility of bringing data to bear on theory testing. 
That ls, because observations are theory ladened, the testing of 
theory with observations would be an exercise in circularity. Hodder 
claimed that "theory and data are not opposed and they are never 
confronted . . .  rather, data are observed within interpretation and 
theory" (1984:27). Theory ladenness ls a potential problem, but 
postprocessual archaeologists should not throw out the scientific 
method with the theory ladened bath water. Contrary to many 
postprocessuallsts' beliefs , an acceptance of theory ladenness need 
not l ead to the perspective that "speculation and the subJ ectlve are a 
part of the scientific process" (Hodder 1984:28). Instead of avoiding 
the problem of theory ladenness l t  must be confronted with methods 
which allow for this pitfall to be avoided or minimized . 
Binford (1981) has developed middle range theory which ls a 
method that can avoid the problems of theory ladenness and circular 
reasoning. Middle range theory, a set of interpretive principles that 
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are separate from general theory, relies on the observation of 
dynamics in the present to understand the statics of the 
archaeological record . These dynamics can be inferred from the 
statics in the archaeological record if uniformitar lan assumptions can 
be made. The ability to make such assumptions relies on an appeal to 
processes and laws which do not change over time, such as those of 
physics. Experimental archaeology and ethnoarchaeology are two of the 
most conunon ways of conducting middle range research. 
Wylie (1990) also took steps in the investigation of the problem 
of theory ladenness. She suggested that ln actual cases "theory 
ladenness ls never monolithic or all pervasive" and that "we need a 
much more nuanced account of how data and observations are ladened in 
the process of constituting it as evidence" (Wylie 1990:4). She 
suggested independent auxilaries, similar to middle range theory, as a 
form of background knowledege that can be used in building and 
evaluating interpretive claims (Wylie 1990:5). Independent 
auxilaries, in addition to being based on laws or law-like principles, 
bring in multiple lines of evidence as a strategy for addressing 
theory l adenness and strengthening inferences. 
Multiple lines of evidence, which can be used to both strengthen 
inferences and reveal inconsistencies, ls an important strategy for 
addressing archaeological questions and hypotheses. I t  ls 
accomplished by bringing more than a single line of evidence to bear 
on a hypothesis. The more diverse the lines of evidence, especially 
when based on middle range research that appeals to independent 
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theories, the greater the strength of the inference. Wylie (1989 : 6) 
eloquent-ly outlines the principle behind multiple lines of evidence 
and Independent  auxllarles in stating "that it ls highly implausible 
that in terpretations of different aspects of the [ archaeological ] 
record based on such widely divergent  bodies of background knowledge 
should all point ln one direction unless the test hypothesis ls · 
(approximately) right in what it claims about conditions or even ts 
that actually occurred in the past". Besides strengthening inferences 
It is possible that multiple lines of evidence will not always agree 
when brought to bear on a particular question. That l s, 
inconsistencies will be revealed that can be investigated further. 
These inconsistencies would suggest that either the line of evidence 
ls faulty or the hypotheses need modification and additional 
investigation. In either case, whether an inference ls strengthened 
or an inconsistency revealed, there ls the advancement  of 
archaeological knowledge. 
Utilizing multiple lines of evidence ls not a new idea in 
archaeology and has its roots in the multidisciplinary approach 
advocated with the new archaeo l ogy I n  the 1 960 ' s .  Binford ( 1 987 ) 
suggested a narrow form of using multiple lines of evidence which 
focused on revealing inconsistencies or N ambiguitles• and less on 
strengthening inferences. He suggested that ambiguity could be 
revealed by "using alleged knowledge warranted with one set of 
theory-based arguments as the basis for assessing knowledge that has 
been warranted or Justified in terms of an Intellectually independent  
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argument . . • we seek to set up an interactive usage of our knowledge" 
<Binford 1987:230). Gifford-Gonzalez (1989:47) "recasts" Blnford' s  
suggestion and called for " a  mutual contextualization of several 
complex relational analogies• specifically for the analysis and 
interpretation of faunal materials. Although at the scale of 
interpreting a single artifact class different lines of evidence may 
be less often based on independent laws and instead utilize the same 
law or law-like principle, the inference can be approached from 
different angles. In such cases, multiple lines of evidence should be 
effective ln providing a more reliable inference than a single line. 
Theory ladenness is an acknowledged problem. However, through 
the method of ml ddl e ran.ge or source side research l n conJunct l on w l th 
a strategy of multiple lines of evidence this problem can be 
confronted and overcane. This position stands in opposition to 
avoidance of the problem by reJectlng science or tampering wlth the 
scientific process until lt ls unrecognizable, both of which are 
counterproductive for the dlsclpllne. 
Conclusions 
Postprocessual archaeologists took up the important endeavor of 
critical self-consciousness and have developed new areas of potential 
study <the lndlvldual, gender, power, etc. >,  but they have been overly 
eager ln adopting stanc�s of absolute scepticism and calling for the 
abandonment of processual archaeology. Processual archaeology does · 
not have to undergo " radical• change to address postprocessual 
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critiques. Positivism, as critiqued, does not play a major role ln 
contemporary archaeology and ls only used ln a general sense . Theory 
ladenness ls a problem which can be addressed through the development 
of sound methodology and ·Strategies such as middle range research and 
multiple lines of evidence. All of the issues raised by 
postprocessuallsts have not been addressed here but are being examined 
by others such as Binford <1986, 1989), Earle and Preucel <1987), 
Schiffer (1988), P. J. Watson (1990), R. Watson (1990>, and Wylie 
(1989, 1990>. Change is evident ln some areas of contemporary 
archaeology but the goals of processual archaeology remain as outlined 
by Binford <1968), reconstruction of culture history and past 
lifeways, as well as the understanding of cultural process. Basic 
concepts of processual archaeology are also intact, such as the view 
that the archaeological record has the potential to yield information 
concerning past behavior and theories of this behavior should be 
obJectlve and testable. In  other words, archaeology strives to be a 
science. 
To achieve the goals of processual archaeology ln a scientific 
manner and avoid the pitfa l ls of theory ladenness there must be the 
continued development of Blnford' s  <1981> middle range theory or what 
Wylie <1989, 1990) termed source side research. Both scholars 
encourage the building of an interpretive framework separate from 
general archaeological theory that can be used to make reliable 
inferences and legitimately test hypotheses of past behavior. 
Multiple lines of evidence can be used ln conJunctlon with middle 
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range or source side research in advancing archaeol ogical knowl edge 
and understanding . The use of middl e range theory and mul tipl e l ines 
of evidence are important for making re l iable inferences of reduction 
stages present in the l ithic assemb l age of the Hayes Site. These 
inferences can then be used in the interpretive framework for · 
determining type of site occupation < i . e. forager residence ).  
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Chap ter  I V  
Experimental  Design and Flin t knapping: 
Wha t Mak es a Good Flin tknapping Experimen t ?  
Reliable inferences can be made from archaeological evidence 
through middle range or source side research and these inferences can 
be strengthened by employing multiple lines of evidence. Two 
important methods of building middle range theory are experimentation 
and ethnoarchaeology. Unfortunately, ethnoarchaeology cannot be used 
to interpr�t stone tool manufacture and use because of the lack of 
extant cultures that employ stone tools as a maJor part of their 
economy < Kelly 1988). Experimentation is the key for understanding 
prehistoric l lth lc technologies. 
Replication of chipped stone tools < experimental flintknapping ) 
has a long history in archaeology < Johnson 1978 ) .  The earl lest focus 
of experimental archaeology was the process of replicating artifacts 
to simulate past behavior < Ascher 1961) .  The goal of experimental 
archaeology was, and ln some instances ls today, the reproduction of 
artifacts ranging from Clovis points to Mississipian clay pots ln 
order to determine the prehistoric method of manufacture. This goa l 
has limited potential, making experimental archaeology an undervalued 
pursuit. However, with the expanded goal of building an interpretive 
framework, the importance of experimental archaeology cannot be 
denied, especially for l lth lc analysis. 
The determination of which stages of manufacture are present in 
the lithic assemblage from the Hayes Site w ll 1 be based on the results 
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of published experiments. However, not every experiment ls equal ln 
terms of methods and design. To insure the quality of flintknapping 
experiments and the analytical techniques based on these experiments, 
there must be greater consideration of experimental design and 
methodology. 
Experimental Design 
The diversity of experimental archaeology has greatly increased 
in the last twenty years. A few specific examples include 
construction of a hide boat by underwater archaeologists <Marstrander 
1976), the razing of portions of a simulated outbuilding in historical 
archaeology <Young 1991), and tramp ] lng experiments for the benefit of 
prehistoric archaeo l ogy (Stoops 1990) . Unfortunately, very little 
review of experimental design and methodology has accompanied these 
experimental pursuits. There are several advantages to forma lly 
outlining and following an experimental design. These advantages 
include savings in time and expense as well as providing maximum 
information gain (John and Quenol lle 1977). Also, a poorly conceived 
or conducted experiment might lead to the acceptance of false 
conc l usions. A l though there has been litt l e  review of experimenta l 
design and methods ln the archaeological literature, the point is Il.Ql 
that archaeologists engaged in experimentation are performing 
inadequately. Rather, it would be advantageous when addressing 
certain problems, lf more attention were paid to design features. 
Archaeologists have a history of borrowing methods and theories from 
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other disciplines , so it ls unclear why there has not been a more 
extensive use of the rich body of literature that exists in other 
fields concerning the design and evaluation of experiments. 
It  is a fortunate time for archaeologists to look to other 
disciplines for insights into experimentation . Philosophers and 
historians of science have recently begun an investigation of 
experiment. These investigations include the assessment of 
experimental findings, the examination of the relation between theory 
and experiment , as wel 1 as addressing old philosophical questions in 
new ways < Hacking 1988). Hacking, in his review article, marvels at 
the growing concern with experiment, but due to the "intense and 
continuing" nature of the discourse, he was forced to "present a 
highly selective retrospective 11 on the subject ( 1988:147) . Obviously 
this topic ls too large and varied for a comprehensive review here, 
but archaeologists interested in experimentation should be able to tap 
into this body of literature with a great deal of success. The issue 
of 11 what makes a 'good' experiment 11 raised by Franklin < 1981) will be 
pursued here due to its relevance to flintknapping and other 
archaeological experiments aimed at building an interpretive 
framework . 
E l ements of a good experiment as outlined by Franklin < 1981) have 
not been fully examined in the archaeological literature. A few 
important points particular to archaeological experimentation have 
been raised. For example, Coles (1973> developed eight points that 
should be considered when conducting archaeological experiments that 
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he considered " common sense 11 • These points include employing only the 
materials and level of technology available to the prehistoric culture 
of interest. A perusal of published archaeological experiments shows 
that these suggestions are commonly followed. Also, some general 
features of experimental design have been examined. Ingersoll and 
Macdonald (1977) suggested that the " more rigorous and useful 
experiments" are those where a large number of variables are 
controlled. Stafford and Stafford (1981) emphasized the need for 
quantlflcatlon of experimental results and advocated the use of 
experimental designs which incorporate precision and efficiency. 
Tringham (1978) and Amick et. al. (1989) cal led for the development of 
archaeological experimental designs. Tringham (1978) can be 
considered a forerunner to the approach adopted here ln that she 
recognized the utility of looking to other disciplines for aid 
concerning experiment. Amick et . al. (1989) provided a review of 
concepts of experimental design and they looked outside archaeology to 
Spector (1981) in that endeavor. An examination of published 
archaeological experiments shows that there has been less concern with 
these features of experimental design. 
Fol lowing ls a discussion, relying heavily on Franklin (1981), of 
basic design features that are part of a good experiment. Because 
these features have been underutilized ln the past, they will be 
specifically related to flintknapping experiments to 1 1  lustrate their 
function and uti  ity. Although Frankl in (1981) does not cover al  
design features that could better experimentation, the po i nts he 
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developed can serve as a solid foundation upon which archaeologists 
can bui 1 d. 
Elements of a Good Experiment 
A good experiment for Franklin is one that "bears a conceptually 
important relation to existing theories u <Franklin 1981:372). This is 
a point not often mentioned by archaeologists but was touched upon by 
Tringham (1978). Franklin (1981) suggested that theory and experiment 
can be related in several ways. First, the experiment can be 
11 cruc lal 11 , where lt decides between competing theories. An experiment 
can also be "corroborative", which means the basic ideas of a 
particular theory are verified. Also, an experiment can cal 1 for a 
new theory. Finally, the relation between experiment and theory can 
be one where the goal of the experiment ls guided by theory which 
al lows the experimental results to be placed ln a theoretical 
framework. 
Unfortunately, not only have archaeologists rarely discussed the 
general relation of theory and experiment ln reporting experimental 
results , this relation ls also often overlooked or assumed. Tringham 
lamented the fact that experiments were being ignored due to "their 
lack of a strong theoretical base 11 <Tringham 1978:171) . She pointed 
out that the relation between experiment and theory should be made 
clear and hypothesis or theory �esting should be a major focus of 
experiment. Fl lntknapplng experiments can be related to or guided by 
any number of theories. Some fl lntknapp lng experiments are designed 
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to test theories of fracture mechanics , while others are guided by 
theories of the organization of technology, and stll 1 others are 
performed to corroborate theories of manufacturing method. 
Archaeologists can perform better experiments by being more explicit 
in defining the relation of their experiments to existing theories. 
This allows for the experiment to be designed in a manner that takes 
' advantage of the relation to theory so that the goals of the 
experiment are not only attained but also articulated within a broader 
theoretical framework. 
Another element of a good experiment noted by Franklin ( 1 981 ) is 
accuracy. Accuracy ls simply an assessment of exactness or precision 
and is related to what Amick et. al. ( 1 989 ) referred to as 
reliability. The broadness of this def i nition al lows accuracy to be 
applied in different ways among experiments or at different levels in 
a single experiment. One measure of experimental accuracy is at the 
level of the experimentally reproduced artifact. For example, the 
accuracy of a fluting experiment can be assessed by visually examining 
the channel flake scar produced to determine whether it conforms to 
the definition of a flute. The accuracy could be further measured by 
quantifying aspects of prehistoric flutes, such as width or depth, to 
determine if the experimental flute precisely replicates the 
prehistoric ones. This level can be termed accuracy of the 
reproduction and as shown can be applied generally or with greater 
precision. Accuracy of the reproduction can also be applied to 
fllntknapplng experiments designed to examine debltage and reduction 
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stages. The art i fact produced i n  this type of exper iment can be 
examined as in the previous example to determine whether it accurately 
represents those found in the archaeolog i cal record. Those art i facts 
determined to be i naccurate, along with assoc i ated deb i tage, would 
have to be excluded from further analys is. Accuracy can also be 
appl i ed at another level in th is same exper iment. The deb i tage from 
each manufactur ing stage can be analyzed to determine the stat i st i cal 
accuracy w i th wh i ch certain methods < e. g .  dorsal scQr count , mass 
analys i s) can place that deb itage in its respect ive stage of 
product ion. Th is level can be referred to as methodolog ical accuracy. 
Only two levels of exper i mental accuracy have been examined here but 
both prov ide an important means of assess ing an exper iment and with 
greater use of th is concept more levels can be developed. Des i gn ing 
an exper iment w i th the expl i c it goal of incorporat ing accuracy at as 
many levels as poss ible will a id archaeolog ists in the pursuit of 
better experimentation and decrease the chance of false conclus ions 
be i ng accepted. 
Franklin < 1981:370) also indicated an important part of a good 
exper iment l s  to i nsure that the phenomenon of interest ls  be ing 
examined and not simply an " exper i mental art i fact" . Th is i s  a 
question of val i d ity < John and Queno i lle 1977) . Any of a number of 
factors can act to i nval idate a l l th l c  experiment. The maj or factor 
that might invalidate exper imental results ls  the lack of control of 
cr it ical var iables. Coles ( 1973, 1979) suggested that only mater ials 
and methods ava i lable to past cultures should be used in 
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archaeological experiments . That is, materials and methods are 
variables that must be control led. To in.sure validity , lithic 
experimenters often employ only the types of raw material available in 
a particular region when replicating artifacts of that region. 
Although on occasion these experimenters will use flakers with copper 
tips for pressure flaking, the effect of this type of tool which was 
not available prehistorically ls unknown and could invalidate the 
experiment. Other variables can be controlled and the determination 
of which variables are control led depends to a large degree on the 
goal of the experiment. 
Amick et. al. (1 989: 4 ) ,  following Spector (1 981 ) ,  suggested that 
" control can range from actual manipulations of cases or variables . . .  
to simply structuring the design by case selection" .  Examples of 
highly controlled flintknapping experiments can be drawn from those 
examining the physics of flake removal and include Bonnichsen ( 1 977 ) , 
Speth ( 1 972 ) and Young <1 989 ) . Others, such as the debltage 
classification experiments found in Mauldin and Amick ( 1 989 ), are 
often conducted with an observational approach to most variables. 
Variables in these experiments that are generally manipulated include 
skil 1 of the knapper, the stage/technique of manufacture , and raw 
material. Many other variables are not considered or only observed . 
Two examples of such variables are angle of force and handedness. 
These variables are not chosen to be control led because they are 
considered irrelevant to the experimental goal or are thought to be 
controlled by the manipulation of other variables. For example, angle 
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of force might be considered contro l l ed in an experiment where l eve l 
of the knapper is manipu l ated. The argument is that two knappers of 
the same ski l l leve l wou l d  use the same ang l e  of force in a given 
situation. In this way, some variab l es are potentia l l y subsumed under 
other variables. Assumptions . concerning the re l ation between 
variab l es are too often based on intuition and this must be avoided . 
Greater ldentlflcatlon and lnvestlgatlon of variables that could 
inva l idate resu l ts of f l lntknapplng experiments must be undertaken. 
Otherwise, experimenta l results wil 1 remain unclear and potential l y  
biased. 
An aspect of a " good experiment" ,  not mentioned by Franklin 
(1981) but worth examining, ls coverage. Coverage ls the degree to 
which an experimenta l conclusion can be extenqed < John and Quenoil l e  
1977 >. Coverage and the term " genera l lzabl l lty" used by Amick et. al. 
< 1 989) have the same basic connotation. An experiment can be 
characterized as having wide or l imited coverage. Coverage has an 
inverse re l ation to accuracy and ls dependent on how variab l es are 
contro l led. One can attain a high degree of accuracy by l imiting the 
var i ab i l i ty of exper imenta l un i ts. These homogeneous exper iments have 
l ow coverage. For examp l e, lf a sing l e  raw materia l type is uti l i zed 
ln an experiment ,  the accuracy of that experiment should be high but 
resu l ts cou l d  on l y  be extended to that raw material. Heterogeneous 
experiments, where experimental units are more varied, have a wider 
coverage but often l ack accuracy. The trick ls to maintain wide 
coverage whi l e  increasing accuracy. Wide coverage ls often never 
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realized In archaeological experiments and the results can only 
legitimately be applied to the experimental population or to a very 
limited number of cases. Coverage has only rarely been considered in 
archaeological experiment� and it must become part of archaeological 
experimental designs lf an interpretive framework ls ever to be 
constructed. 
Conclusions 
Experimentation can play an Important part In the science of 
archaeology but archaeologists must give greater consideration to 
design features. Without proper attention to des i gn ,  results wi l 1 be 
tenuous, time will be wasted, and archaeological Interpretations will 
suffer. Four basic elements of a " good experiment" have been 
examined. These elements are: relation to theory, accuracy, validity, 
and coverage. These elements need not be a part of every 
archaeological experimental design. For example, experiments of an 
exploratory nature often do not posess all of these characteristics. 
However, if the results from these experimemts are promising, they 
must be fol lowed up by experiments of a more rigorous nature. The 
four elements examined here can be used to evaluate experiments and 
should be central to experiments aimed at building an interpretive 
framework. Only the results of " good" fl lntknapping experiments as 
judged by the criteria outlined here will be used to make inferences 
from the Hayes lithic assemblage. 
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Chap ter  V 
F l in tknapping Experimen ts  in Archaeo l ogy 
It has been argued that experiment is the key for understanding 
prehistoric chipped stone tool manufacture and use. Experiments with 
the goal of providing this type of interpretive framework must be well 
designed and of good quality. The conduct of good experiments is time 
consuming. Magne (1985) reported six months for carrying out his 
lithic experiments. Due to the amount of time required to conduct 
good experiments, no experimentation has been carried out spec lfical ly 
for the analysis of the Hayes Site lithic mate�ials. The analysis of 
the Hayes lithic assemblage will instead draw on the results of 
published experiments. The choice of which published experiments to 
use will be based on applicability and the quality of the experimental 
design and methodology. 
Although flintknapping experimentation has a long and colorful 
history in archaeology, over the last 30 years an unmatched number of 
experiments of disparate quality have been conducted with differing 
goals and utilizing various research orientations. These various 
types of experiments can be grouped into flintknapping traditions. A 
fllntknapplng tradition ls a body of fllntknapplng experiments 
conducted in order to achieve the same basic goal. Johnson (1978) has 
provided an excellent, ln-depth history of flintknapping 
experimentation , but her work has been criticized for not examining 
the roles that llth l c  experiments can play in addressing general 
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anthropological/archaeological concerns <Hay 1978) and for not 
examining the relationships among various experimental approaches 
<McMannon 1978). An attempt will be made to address these criticisms. 
Four fl lntknapp lng traditions (replicative, fracture mechanics, 
cognitive, and debltage classification) are defined and reviewed. 
Each tradition ls exam lned concerning the use of important research 
design features. Dividing fllntknapp lng experiments into traditions 
allows for a focus on those experiments applicable to the analysis of 
the Hayes l lthlc assemblage and for those of high quality to be 
readily chosen. The review of each tradition allows for their 
interrelatedness to be brought forth and how the conduct of each has 
effected the other. This ls important for polnt lRg out problems and 
suggesting avenues of future research. 
Replicative Tradition 
The goal of determining the technique by which stone tools were 
produced characterizes the ear l iest fllntknapp lng trad lton and ls 
referred to here as the rep l icative tradition. This tradition has its 
origins ln the late 19th century and was reawakened ln the 1960s by F. 
Bordes, D. Crabtree, E. Callahan, and J. Tixier <Johnson 1978). These 
individuals were interested ln determining the technique employed to 
produce certain stone too l s. The goals of this tradition are 
generally particularistic and difficult to relate to more general 
archaeological concerns. Even so, prehistoric tool use and techno l ogy 
can be investigated within this tradition. For examp l e, Crabtree 
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(1970) was able to suggest that the wooden pressure flaker was likely 
used outside of Australia based on experimental investigations. 
Those individuals conducting replicative experiments rarely make 
reference to archaeological theory so it ls sometimes difficult to 
understand _ the full implications of their work. These experiments are 
conducted to test hypotheses of stone tool production. Accuracy ls 
employed in a general manner where experimentally produced artifacts 
are compared to prehistoric ones to Judge the accuracy of the 
reproduction. Control of variables is of issue when choosing raw 
materials and fllntknapplng tools but ls not important outside these 
areas. Coverage ls not �ealt with ln a systematic manner. I t  ls 
assumed that wherever a particular artifact type is found it was 
potentially manufactured prehistorically by the method employed in the 
modern day experiments. Altho�gh not always utilizing research design 
concepts to their fullest, all other fllntknapplng experimenters owe 
a debt to the knappers of this tradition for defining and 
corroborating techniques of stone tool manufacture. 
F l lntknapplng experiments conducted In the replicative tradition 
usua l l y  estab l i sh a techn i que that was poss i b l y used i n  the past to 
produce a certain stone tool type. In  other words, these techniques 
have validity. However, the problem that arises ls that there ls more 
than one way to produce any particular stone tool. Experiments often 
Just add another technique by which a stone tool could have 
potentially been produced and do not establish that a specific method 
was used ln the past. A refutation strategy has been suggested as a 
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method of addressing this problem in archaeological experimentation 
<Stoops 1990) and has potential for future use in the replicative 
tradition . Instead of adding another possible method of manufacture, 
experiments would be aimed at refuting a method as potentially 
producing a prehistoric stone artifact. Along this same line, 
· accuracy should be integrated into the experimental design more 
precisely and at as many levels as possible. Accuracy could be more 
precisely applied through methods of quantification and at levels 
which incorporate comparisons of prehistoric failures and debltage to 
experimental ones. As suggested by Amick et. a ] . (1989), a greater 
emphasis on working interactively between experimentation and the 
archaeological record ls needed for improved results . 
Fracture Mechanics 
Another fllntknapplng experimental tradition ls the investigation 
of fracture mechanics. These studies include the mechanics of 
percussion flaking <Speth 1972, 1975) and pressure flaking <Faulkner 
1972 ) . Furthermore , the investigation of the effect of independent 
variables such as angle and amount of force on dependent variables 
such as flake length and width have been undertaken <Cotterel and 
KaJI111i nga 1987; Dibb l e  and Whitaker 1981). More recently, the use of 
flake scar morphology has been used as an indicator of the method of 
flake removal <Young 1989). Theories are often adopted from physics 
and tested through experimentation but there has been little concern 
with archaeological theories. These experiments are generally of a 
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highly control led nature and devices such as Bonnlschen's <1977) 
"Stainless Steel Ind lan 11 are often employed to insure such control. 
These experiments have been criticized on two accounts. First, they 
are considered too far from natural conditions or too artificial to be 
of use <Johnson 1978). That ls, these experiments may lack accuracy 
and validity. Second, the results of such experiments have not been 
very accessible to archaeologists conducting llth lc analyses <Amick 
et. al. 1989) . Also , a discussion of coverage ls lacking. The highly 
controlled nature of these experiments makes their coverage beyond the 
laboratory questionable. 
Theories and schemes of flake formation have been suggested 
<Cotterel and Kamminga · 1987) but there ls a need for this information 
to be related to more general archaeological questions. These 
experiments could have importance for identifying important variables 
and redundant variables for lithlc analysis. But, too often the 
experimenters of this tradition stop with the physics of flake 
formation and do not move to this next step . This tradition will 
remain unappreciated lf attempts are not made to extend experimental 
results beyond examining the physics of fllntknapping �o problems of 
llth lc analysis. 
Cognitive Tradition 
The "cognltive 11 or "anthropological approach" to fllntknapping 
experimentation ls a third tradition. The cognitive tradition ls an 
extension of the replicative tradition. Those in the cognitive 
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trad i t i on want to go beyond the rep l i cat i on of stone too l s  and 
determi ne what can be l earned about preh i stor i c  th i nk i ng from 
understand i ng techno l ogy. The genera l goa l of th i s  trad i t i on ls the 
exam i nat i on of the re l at i on between cogn i t i on, behav i or, and mater i a l  
cu l ture <Young and Bonn i chsen 1985). A maj or focus w i th i n  th i s  goa l 
ls the i so l at i on of preh i stor i c  cu l tura l groups (F l enn i ken 1984, 1985; 
Young and Bonn i chsen 1984, 1985). F l aked stone too l s, as manufactured 
art i facts i n  wh i ch the " craftman' s  product i on code ls documented i n  
the morphol ogy of the art i fact i tse l f• ,  are co�sldered part icu l arl y 
we l l  su i ted for th i s  task <Young and Bonn i chsen 1985 : 112). For 
examp l e, Young and Bonnlchsen emp l oy a cogn it i ve study to compare two 
modern day fl i ntknappers i n  order to document the product i on of a 
ch i pped stone too l so as to understand the " grammat i ca l  know l edge" 
wh i ch underl i es the product i on process ( 1984 : 37). A l so, Fl enn i ken 
( 1984) has descr i bed the manner i n  wh i ch ch i l dren m i ght have l earned 
to manufacture stone too l s. A l ong these same l i nes, She l l ey <1990) 
has shown through f l lntknapp i ng exper imentat i on that var i ab i l i ty i n  
m i stakes, m i stake correct i ons and morphol ogy of ch i pped stone too l s 
are rel ated to the expert i se l evel of the knapper. I t  l s  suggested 
that the products of l earn ing can be Ident i f i ed i n  an archaeo l og i ca l  
assembl age and l eve l s  of spec i al i zat i on i n  preh i stor i c  soc i et i es cou l d 
be determi ned ( Shel l ey 1990 : 192). Unfortunatel y, the cogn i t i ve 
trad i t i on ls fraught w i th prob l ems. 
An exam i nat i on of the cogn i t i ve trad i t i on revea l s  e l ements 
i mportant to a good exper i menta l des i gn are emp l oyed bu� not as 
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r i gorously as the goals warrant . The except i on to th is  ls that Young 
and Bonnlchsen ( 1 984 , 1 985 ) have expl ic i tly ldentlfled concepts from 
cogn i t i ve anthropology to be used as the theor i es to gu ide the i r  
fllntknapplng exper imentat i on .  Accuracy of the reproduct i on ls 
cons i dered i mportant ln the cogn i t i ve trad i t i on and Flenn i ken ( 1 984 ) 
suggests that the exper imental end product must be compared to  
preh istor ic controls . However , accuracy ls employed i n  a very general 
manner and no at tempts to quant i fy accuracy or apply lt at d i fferent 
levels have been made. Var i ables cons i dered i mportant to control , as 
ln the repl icat i ve trad i t i on ,  are raw mater i al and fllntknapplng 
tools. Other var i ables seem to be cons i dered controlled by the 
-employment of a ski lled fl lntknapper. To insure val i d  exper i ments , 
two d i fferent strategies are employed . Young and Bonnlchsen ( 1 984 ) 
advocate record i ng the modern day fllntknapp i ng process ln as much 
deta il  as poss ible. Th i s  ls intended to allow for the " grammat ical 
knowledge" to be understood . Flenn i ken ( 1 984 ) has outl i ned a 
procedure to be followed when conduct ing cogn i t i ve exper i ments wh ich 
i ncludes correctly ldentlflng the techn i que used , controll i ng 
var iab 1 es wi th i n  th l s  techn i que , produc i ng a stat ist i cally s i gn i f i can t 
sample , and canparlson to preh i stor ic controls. I f  h l s  procedure i s  
followed , he has argued that " the repl icator has reproduced a tangi ble 
aspect of preh istor ic human behav i or and demonstrated the real i ty of 
that behav i or"  < Flenn i ken 1 984 : 1 97 ) .  Coverage ls not d i scussed by 
cogn i t i ve fllntknappers . 
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The cognitive approach has been reviewed and severely criticized 
by Thomas (1986). He accuses cognitive fllntknappers of being "out of 
synch with contemporary archaeology" and " ultranormative" in thinking 
(1986 : 249>. The direction taken by cognitive fllntknappers ls 
interesting but tangential to contemporary , mainstream archaeology. 
Considering the complexity of the goal of this tradition, elements of 
a good experiment are not employed as rigorously as needed. The 
criticisms raised here and by Thomas (1986) must be addressed if 
cognitive flintknappers are to attain their goals and put forth 
explanations that are more than J ust-so stories .  
Debltage Classification 
The final tradition to be defined and reviewed, and which has the 
greatest bearing on the analysis of the Hayes lithlc materials, ls the 
debitage classification tradition. The goal of this tradition ls to 
determine and test methods of classifying debltage as to reduction 
stage or technique. This tradition ls related to the fracture 
mechanic tradition ln that there ls an interest in debltage and how 
that debltage was produced. It differs from the fracture mechanic 
tradition in that there ls a greater interest in general 
archaeological questions and less with the physics of flake removal. 
The debltage classlflcatlon tradition relies heavily on the 
replicative tradition for manufacturing techniques of various tool 
types. The debltage classlflcatlon tradition as deflned �ere ls 
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similar to the " technological approach" defined by Amick et . al. 
( 1 989 ). 
A wide variety of experiments can be grouped in the debitage 
classification tradition . Amick et . al . ( 1 989 ) divide the 
technological approach Into confirmatory and exploratory strategies 
which also apply to the debitage classification tradition. 
Confirmatory experiments are method producing . Often statistical 
models are used in this strategy to determine with what success 
reduction stages or techniques can be discriminated < Amick et. al. 
1 989 : 7 ).  Exploratory experiments, on the other hand, produce 
cautionary tales. They often show that certain methods cannot 
discriminate reduction stages or techniques for a particular 
experimental data set. The debltage classification tradition could 
also be divided between analysis techniques such as individual flake 
versus mass analysis. In the individual flake method, attributes of a 
single flake are examined < e . g .  weight , cortex, dorsal scars > . The 
individual flake ls  then classified as to reduction stage or 
technique . In the mass analysis approach , the assemblage or part of 
an assembl age l s  the focus of c l ass i ficat i on. Size grading of the 
debitage ls a key element in the mass analysis technique . The number 
of flakes ln each size grade are counted and sometimes other 
attributes sue� as weight and number of cortical flakes are also 
recorded . Then the assemblage can be characterized based on ratios of 
flakes ln each size grade and using the other attributes . The 
diversity and large number of experiments within the debltage 
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classlflcatlon tradition makes It difficult to review. Instead of 
trying to encanpass all of the experiments that £all under this 
tradition, there wil l be a focus on the experiments by Magne (1985) 
and Ahler (1989) for the discussion of elements of a good experiment. 
The experiments by Magne (1985) and Ahler (1989) are both 
confirmatory strategies and are considered here the best of the 
debltage classification tradition. Ahler' s experiments are of the 
mass analysis type while Magne ' s  experiments involve study of 
� ndivldual £ J akes, but the design and methods of these two experiments 
are similar. 
Both of these experiments are guided by theory. An underlying 
guiding theory ls that production of stone tools ls a staged process 
and that these stages can provide information of past behavior. Magne 
also uses concepts of the organization of techno l ogy, based on 
theories of optimization and least effort, to guide his experiments. 
Accuracy ls applied at two levels. The first, as in the replicative 
and cognitive traditions, ls at the level of the reproduced stone 
tool. Greater precision in accuracy at this level as suggested for 
the repllcatlve trad l tlon m i ght be useful. The second level ls the 
accuracy of the method. Statistics are used to determine whether a 
certain combination of attributes can be used to accurately 
dlscrlmlnate reduct i on stages or techniques. Control of variabl es ls 
important in the experiments by both Magne and Ahler. Variables 
controlled in both experiments are raw material and fllntknapplng 
tools as In the replicative and cognitive traditions. Other variables 
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controlled are reduction stage or technique and experience level of 
the knapper. Another type of control ls that debltage large enough 
for further reduction ls removed from further analysis reflecting 
prehistoric efficiency in use of stone resources (Magne 1985). The 
validity of these experiments ls insured not only through control of 
variables but by other means as well. There ls a set method of 
gathering experimentally produced flakes for analysis. Multiple 
knappers of varying skill levels are employed aiding in randomizing 
the variables not specifically controlled (e. g. angle of force>. 
Also, several tool types are produced (not j ust blfaces and/or 
projectile points as in the replicative tradition> and more than a 
single specimen of each tool type ls reproduced. These procedures are 
employed to more accurately reflect archaeological assemblages and to 
insure that the experiment ls measuring what it ls intended to 
measure. Not only do these procedures aid in insuring the validity of 
the experiments, they also extend the coverage of the results. The 
greater the heterogeneity of the experiment, the further the 
experimental results can be extended. The use of multiple knappers of 
dif fering ski l 1 l eve l s  and the production of mu l tip l e too l types 
multiple times are ways to extend coverage. Another way to extend 
coverage ls to vary raw material types used. This is a strategy that 
was employed by Magne, where chert, obsidian, and basalt were all 
used. Unfortunately, Ahler focused on a specific shert types in his 
experiments. For this reason, Magne ' s  experiments have greater 
coverage. 
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One area that may need greater attention ln the debltage 
classification tradition ls multiple knappers. · The use of multiple 
knappers ls considered a randanlzlng factor. That ls, variables that 
are not controlled such as angle of force are considered randomized by 
employing multiple knappers of varying skill levels. However, this 
may not be the case. In most instances when multiple knappers are 
employed, the knappers have all been trained by the same lndl vldual or 
lndlvlduals . This set of knappers would generally approach 
fllntknapplng ln the same manner, potentially reducing the actual 
amount of randomization . This ls supported by the observations of 
Callahan (1975) when he comments that three different styles of 
fllntknapplng are evidenced when comparing his students with those of 
Crabtree and Sollberger. He noted that students ln one style when 
using a billet swing from the elbow, while ln another they swing from 
the shoulder and ln the other the swing was entirely from the wrist 
<Callahan 1975 : 4) .  Other differences may also exist and lt ls unknown 
at this point how these differences may or may not be reflected ln a 
debltage assemblage. An investigation of multiple knappers who were 
tra i ned in various styles of fllntknapplng ls needed to better 
understand the effect lt may have on a debltage assemblage and to 
assess how well multiple knappers of different skill levels but 
trained w i thin the same tradition act as a randomizer . 
Within fllntknapping experimentation, elements of a good 
experiment discussed ln Chapter IV are used most often ln the debitage 
classification tradi tion. Rigorous experiments have been performed 
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within this tradition and they can greatly aid in the ldentlflcation 
of reduction stages or techniques present in an archaeological 
debltage assemblage. More work ls needed ln this tradition but there 
ls a body of experiments, especially those conducted by Ahler and 
Magne, that can be drawn upon for aid ln analyzing prehistoric 
debltage assemblages. 
Conclusions 
Although there ls wide variation in experimental procedures and 
goals ln the various fllntknapping traditions, there are also many 
conunonalities. The same basic reduction techniques are used 
throughout and the traditions are interrelated ln other ways. The 
cognitive tradition is an extension of the replicative tradition and 
both the fracture mechanic tradition and the debltage classification 
tradition focus on the examination of lndlvldual flakes. 
Understanding these relations allows a better assessment of the 
fllntknapplng traditions and the experimental designs they employ. 
Experiment ls the key for understanding stone tool manufacture 
and use . Good experiments have been conducted within the debltage 
classification tradition that can serve as a guide for the analysis of 
prehistoric debltage assemb l ages. These experiments can be used in 
such a way as to a l low multiple lines of evidence to be brought to 
bear on the questions of reduction stage or technique, further 
strengthening inferences . The analysis of a prehistoric debltage 
assemblage would not only aid in understanding prehistoric 
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hunter-gatherer llfeways but also provide insight into where further 
experimental work ls needed . 
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Chapter V I  
Materials and Methods f or the Analysis 
of the Hayes Site 
This chapter describes the methods and materials used ln the 
analysis of the debltage from the Middle and Late Archaic components 
at the Hayes Site. In  llthlc analysis, considerat i on of only formal 
tool types to the exclusion of debltage can lead to a distorted 
picture of stone tool manufacture. This ls because some stone tools 
were curated prehistorically so that place of manufacture and discard 
differ . Three basic reasons for the examination of llthic debitage 
have been ident i f i ed (Collins 1975 ; Magne 1985). First , debitage i s  
present at most prehistoric sites in large quantities so i t  ls well 
suited to statlstlcal techniques. Also, as a byproduct of the 
manufacturing process, debitage is usually not curated so it rema i ns 
at the site of production. Lastly, the manufacture of chipped stone 
tools ls a reductive process so that debltage exhibits evidence of the 
manufacturing techniques/stages employed at a site. For these 
reasons , debltage analysis ls essential for the ut i lization of the 
interpretive framework developed for the Hayes Site where data 
concerning the reduction and use of chipped stone tools at the site ls 
essential. An analys i s  of the deb itage provides data pertaining to 
amounts of local/nonlocal raw material and how these raw materials 
were reduced which can be used to suggest the type of site occupation 
<e. g. forager residence> for each component. 
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The analysis of the debltage from the Hayes Site proceeded ln 
several steps. First, a random sampling technique was devised so that 
an adequate sample of debltage could be obtained. Then, these 
materials had to be classified as to raw material and reduction stage. 
Obtaining a sample and assigning debltage to raw material categories 
is relatively straightforward. The determination of which stages of 
manufacture are present in an assemblage ls a more difficult task. 
Various attributes and combinations of attributes have been 
posited ln order to classify debltage as to reduct i on stage. As 
pointed out by Mauldin and Amick (1989) some of these attributes are 
based on experimentation, others on logical arguments, and stil  
others on intuition. The difficulty is assigning accurate meaning to 
attributes concerning the manufacture of stone tools. Although 
archaeologists have defined attributes and given them meaning, until 
recently very little work has been undertaken to determine the 
relevancy of attributes and to test the meaning they are assigned. 
For example, because the manufacture of chipped stone tools ls � 
reductive process lt has been assumed that debltage would 
progressively decrease in size from early to late stages. However, it 
has been shown that small flakes are produced during all stages of 
manufacture (Ahler 1989). Therefore, size alone ls not an accurate 
indicator of reduct i on stage . There is a definite need for middle 
range research ln this area such as fllntknapplng experimentation for 
qvercomlng these difficulties. 
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A large number of middle range flintknapping experiments are 
directed specifically at the analysis· of debitage (Ahler 1988, 1989 ; 
Baumler and Downum 1989; lngbar et. al. 1989; Magne 1985, 1989; 
Mauldin and Amick 1989; Odell 1989) with a m�Jor focus of determining 
reduction strategies/stages (early middle, late, etc.). Although more 
experimentation is needed before more accurate and unambiguous meaning 
can be assigned to relevant variables, researchers have produced a 
sizable body of useful experimental data. The use of debitage 
attributes, tested through flintknapping experimentation, in examining 
archaeological assemblages has been limited but not without success 
(e. g. Ahler 1988; Magne 1985, 1989). Experiments by Ahler (1988) and 
Magne (1985), which were designed to accurately determine reduction 
stages through debitage analysis, measure up well against criteria of 
a good experiment. 
Attributes from both Ahler's (mass analysis > and Magne's 
(individual flake analysis) experiments are used to determine the 
reduction stages present in the lithic assemblage from the Hayes Site. 
As previously noted, Magne's experiments have greater coverage and for 
th i s  reason serve as the primary determinant of reduction stages at 
Hayes. General trends in the mass analysis attributes will be used as 
other lines of evidence for determining reduction stages. The 
advantage of using more than a single method or line of evidence ls 
that inferences wil  strengthened or ambiguities revealed. 
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Materials 
A random sample of lithic debitage was analyzed from the Hayes 
Site. This sample was drawn primarily from the 920 trench. The field 
supervisor indicated that the arbitrary levels from the 920 trench, as 
opposed to the 1004 trench, were confidently assigned to a temporal 
period with less chance of mixing of materials from different periods 
(Bill Turner 1990, personal communication> .  Due to the variation in 
the depth of the Late Archaic midden across the site and a need to 
insure that an adequate sample from this period could be obtained, the 
seven units excavated to isolate the block were included for that time 
period. For each of the three time periods (Middle Archaic, late 
Middle Archaic and Late Archaic>,  1x1 m units from the 920 trench were 
assigned a random number with the addition of the seven units around 
the block for the Late Archaic. The units were ordered by ranking 
these random numbers from lowest to highest. The unit with the lowest 
random number was examined first and so on, until an adequate sample 
was reached. 
For most sampled levels, the debitage larger than a quarter inch 
had been separated from other archaeological materials. Deb l tage 
smaller than 1/4 inch needed for mass analysis had not been separated 
but could be obtained from the f l nescreen materils . All finescreen 
materials in the random sample of unit levels were passed through an 
eighth inch screen and the lithic debitage was sorted from the other 
materials. I n  all cases, deb i tage was washed to allow for proper 
classification. 
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Methods 
The ana 1 ysis of the debitage from the Hayes Site was accomp 1 ished 
in two steps. The first was the assignment of each piece to a raw 
materia 1 type through .the use of a type co 1 1 ection. The second was 
the determination of quantities of ear ] y, midd ] e ,  and ] ate stage 
debitage represented in the three components based on pub 1 ished 
findings from f 1 intknapping experiments. 
The determination of raw materia 1 type was accomp ] ished using a 
raw material type col ] ection and aided by written descriptions (Amick 
1 984 > . Written descriptions provided information on key 
distinguishing attributes, whi ] e the type co 1 1 ection a 1 1 owed for 
familiarity with the various raw materia ] s  prior to ana ] ysis. I n  
sorting the debitage samp ] es into raw material categories, the type 
co 1 1 ection was continuous l y  used for comparative purposes. 
The debitage from the Hayes Site was first sorted into three raw 
materia 1 categories: identifiable, indeterminant, and burned. 
I dentifiable pieces were those that could be assigned to a raw 
material type with a high degree of confidence. Raw material types 
i nc l uded Bigby Cannon, Fort Payne, and Rld ] ey. Indetermlnant f l akes 
were tentative l y  identified to raw materia l type but the accuracy of 
these assignments ls considered l essened because of the ambiguous 
occurrence of diagnostic characteristics. Burnt debitage exhibited 
heat damage which consisted of potlidding, crazing and general l y  a 
drastic color difference. Burnt materia l s  were not sorted into raw 
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material types. Further analysis was carried out to dif fering degrees 
on the debitage in each of these categories. 
Although debitage was assigned to a specific raw material <e.g. 
Fort Payne), these types were combined to form local and nonlocal 
groupings. These groupings were �ased on the raw material source 
survey conducted by Amick (1984). Raw materials that are available 
within 10 km of the Hayes Site, including Ridley and Fort Payne/Bigby 
Cannon with water-rolled cortex, were considered local. Ridley ls 
available in the Inner Nashville Basin where the srte is located and 
those ma.terlals with water-rolled cortex were likely procurred from 
nearby gravel bars. It ls unlikely that many noncortical flakes would 
be produced from the reduction of raw materials obtained from local 
gravel bars in the Inner Nashville Basin due to the small size and 
lack of angularity of raw materials in the gravel bars <Amick 1984). 
This insures that local materials from the gravel bars were not 
mlsasslgned to the nonlocal category. Both Fort Payne and Bigby 
Cannon debltage that did not exhibit water-rolled cortex were assigned 
to the nonlocal category. The distinction between local and nonlocal 
deb i tage ls a key for interpreting the Hayes debitage assemblage. 
All debltage for each provenience unit was assigned to one of the 
raw material categories and then a size grade determination was made. 
The process of determining size grades followed Ahler (1989). 
However, four nested screens (grade 1 = one inch, grade 2 = 1/2 inch, 
grade 3 = approximately 1/4 inch, grade 4 = approximately 1/8 inch> 
were employed instead of five because debltage in the smallest size 
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grade do not figure into the ana lysis by Ah ler (1989) , Deb l tage in 
each screen was weighed as a group to the nearest tenth gram using a 
digita l scale and then counted . No further analysis of deb l tage l n  
the burnt category was conducted. In order to duplicate the mass 
anal ysis technique, those flakes assigned to the l ndeterm l nant 
category were addit i onal ly sorted as cortical and noncort l ca l  and the 
number of corfical pieces was recorded. Cortica l f lakes in this case 
are defined as any piece of debitage that exhibits cortex on the 
platform or dorsa l surface. Ident l f l ab le deb l tage in size grades 1 
through 3, in addition to being examined using the mass analysis 
technique out lined above, were also ana lyzed individual ly ,  Debitage 
l n  size grade 4 was not analyzed individual ly� because pieces of this 
size were not inc luded l n  the experiments conducted by Magne (1985).  
Individual  flake analysis inc luded recording ten attributes for 
each piece of debitage: provenience, raw materia l ,  texture, cortex 
amount, cortex type , size grade , weight , portion, p l atform type, and 
dorsal scar count. Variable states for these attributes are defined 
in Appendix . Platform type and dorsa l scar count are the two 
var i ab l es Magne ( 1985) found through his experiments to be ef fective 
in assigning debltage to manufacturing stages and his analytical 
methods are fol lowed here. Debitage with an intact p latform were 
assigned to a reduction stage based on the number of p latform facets 
<0-1 facets = early stage, 2 facets = middle stage, 3 or more facets = 
late stage ). Debitage without an intact p l atform but with a 
distinguishab l e . dorsa l surface was assigned a reduction stage based on 
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the number of dorsal scars (0-1 scars = early stage, 2 scars = m i ddle 
stage, 3 or more scars = late stage). Debltage w i thout e i ther an 
i ntact platform or a dist i ngu i shable dorsal surface could not be 
ass i gned to a reduct i on stage by thi s  method . D i st i nct i ve 
character i st i cs def i ned by Magne (1985) concern i ng b i polar and 
blfaclal flakes were also used to dist i nguish these types of flakes. 
Port i on, texture, and cortex amount were recorded but are not dealt 
w i th here . 
The pr i mary method of classifi cat i on ls by i nd i vidual flake 
analys i s  us i ng platform type and dorsal scar count. Unfortunately , 
these var i ables cannot be recorded on every p i ece of deb i tage. 
Deb i tage that ls def i ned as shatter us ing the Sull i van and Rozen 
(1985) class if i catory scheme has neither a platform nor dorsal 
surface . Also, Magne d i d  not analyze flakes that would pass through a 
quarter i nch screen, so whether the same pattern i ng holds for these 
small flakes ls unknown. Debltage identif i ed as lndetermlnant for raw 
mater i al type was also not subJ ected to i nd i v i dual flake analys i s. 
Indetermlnant flakes were assi gned to a raw mater i al type but only to 
satisfy the mass ana l ys i s  method. The inclusion of this deb 1 tage I n  
the i nd i v i dual flake analys i s  was unw i se because a smaller sample of 
deb i tage that was conf i dently ass i gned to raw mater i al types i s  
preferable to a larger sample hav ing less prec i s i on. The result ls, 
that only a fract i on of the sample exami ned could be ass i gned to a 
reduct i on stage by the method developed by Magne (1985) . 
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The placement of debltage into ear l y, middle, and late stages of 
reduction by individual flake analysis allows for an examination of 
the relative emphasis placed on each reduction type for local and 
nonlocal mater i als for each time period. Logllnear and chi square 
statistics were used to examine patterning in the data. The 
significance level for all statistical tests was set at 0 . 05. Three 
genera l trends suggested by Ahler (1991, personal co11111unicatlon> that 
are based on mass analysis are used to examine this patterning. The 
first trend is that debitage weight in size grades two and three 
decreases wlth later stages of reduct i on. The second trend ls that 
cortex amount ln each size grade will decrease with later stages of 
reduction. The final trend ls that the ratio of debitage In size 
grade 4 to debitage in s i ze grades 1 through 3 will increase from 
early to late stages of reduction. The results of i nspection and 
statistical analyses of the mass anlaysls data are used to assess the 
findings of the Individual flake analysis. 
Su11111ary 
Debltage analysis can provide Information concerning differentia l 
use and reduction of local and nonlocal cherts over time. Through 
analyzing and classifying a random sample of debltage from the Hayes 
Site as to nonlocal/local material type and reduction stage for each 
time period, the framework developed in Chapter II  can be used to 
Interpret the results. A random sampling technique was developed and 
appl i ed for each component using 1x1 m units ln the 920 trench. 
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Sorting debitage into raw material types was based on written 
descriptions and a type collection. Raw material types are grouped as 
local or nonlocal based on the resource survey conducted by Amick 
(1984). The classification of debitage as to reduction stage 
represented a more difficult task. 
Results from published flintknapplng experiments were used to 
assign debitage to a reduction stage. Use of experiments that focused 
directly on chert types and tool forms found at the Hayes Site would 
be preferable, because resu l ts could be more confidently extended to 
the archaeological debltage. However, a sizable data set from good 
experiments already exists making it unnecessary to conduct these 
experiments. In  order to insure that the results from these other 
experiments are valid, mu l tiple lines of evidence based on various 
experimental data sets are brought to bear on the question of 
reduction stages. 
Two methods based on flintknapping experiments are used here. 
The primary method ls the lndlvldual flake analysis technique 
developed by Magne (1985) because lt has greater coverage . The 
expe� iments conducted i n  the deve l opment of the mass ana l ys i s  
technique (Ahler 1989> measure up wel  against criteria of a good 
experiment but the coverage ls not as great. For this reason, general 
trends seen· throughout the mass analysis experiments are employed as a 
means of bringing other lines of evidence to examine the results from 
the individual flake analysis. 
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Chapter V I I 
Resul ts 
This chapter presents the results of the analysis of the debltage 
from the early Middle Archaic, late Middle Archaic, and Late Archaic 
components at the Hayes Site. Debltage was examined from two randomly 
selected units for each of the three components at the Hayes Site 
resulting in a total of six units exam i ned. A unit was randomly 
selected for a component and all levels that could be assigned to that 
component were analyzed. Figure 7. 1 lists the units and levels that 
formed the data set for the analys i s. A total of 31, 116 p i eces of 
debltage was examined and the counts and weights are presented in 
Table 7.1. Although the number of levels examined for each time 
period ls comparable, substantially more debltage by count was 
examined for the Late Archaic component. Th i s  situation was 
unanticipated at the outset of the proJect but the amount of debltage 
from the other two components are of a magnitude that the total sample 
remains adequate for the analysis undertaken here. 
For each unit level, debltage was sorted into identifiable, 
indeterminant, and burnt which dictated the type of analysis the 
debitage would undergo. Debitage counts and weights by component by 
category are shown l n  Table 7. 2. Excluding buint materials <N = 4835 ; 
15. 5%), a respectable percentage by both count <81. 0%) . and weight 
<95. 6%) was considered identifiable. Debltage in all categories was 
processed through nested screens so the number of pieces of deb i tage 
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Canponent Ull.11 I&!w 
ear l y  Middl e  Archaic <eMA> 996N - 920E 1 1- 15  
1005N - 920E 12- 18  
l ate Middl e Archaic < I MA>  10 1 1N - 920E 
992H - 920E 6- 15  
Late Archa i c  <LA> 988N - 917E 4- 10  
991N  - 917E 3-5 
F i gure 7 . 1 :  Un i t  Leve l s  Samp l ed for Each Componen t a t  the Hayes S i t e  
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Tab l e  7 . 1 :  Tota l  Samp l e  of Deb l tage f rom the Hayes S l t e 
Canponent 
Late Archaic  
l ate M i ddl e Archaic  
ear l y  M i dd l e  Archai c 
TOTALS 
Count 
20 , 1 83 
7 , 599 
3 , 334 
31 , 1 1 6  
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We lght 
7 ,259 . 4g 
4 , 824 .6g 
6 , 829 . lg 
1 8 , 9 13 . lg 
Tab l e  7. 2 :  Debltage in Genera l Categories by Component 
Ident l f i ed Indeterminate Burnt Total s 
count we ight count we ight  count we ight count we ight ----------------------------�------�---------------------------------------
LA . 1 2971 591 1 .3g 3679 385 . 7g 
I MA  5547 3966 . l g  1021 194 . Sg 
eMA 2768 5959 . 4g 295 153 .7g 
TOTALS 21286 15836 .8g 4995 733 . 9g 
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3533 962 . 4g 20 183 7259 . 4g 
1031 664 . 0g 7599 4824 .6g 
271 71 6 . 0g 3334 6829 . lg  
4835 2342 . 4g 31 1 1 6 18913 . lg 
·in each size grade could be recorded. Also, the debitage in each size 
grade was weighed as an aggregate. Counts and weights of debitage. by 
category, by size grade, and by component are shown in Table 7.3. 
Both identifiable and lndeterm lnant materials from each size 
grade were sorted as to raw material type and then grouped as local or 
nonlocal. A key element in the interpretive framework ls the relative 
usage of local and nonlocal materials. Local materials are those 
available within 10 km of the Hayes Site. Due to the importance of 
this variable, only deb ltage in the identifiable category, where 
materials could be confidently sorted into raw material types, was 
used to examine the differential usage of local and nonlocal materials 
through time. Table 7. 4 shows deb ltage counts and percentages from 
the identifiable category C all size grades combined) broken down by 
component and local/nonlocal. As can be seen in Table 7. 4, increasing 
reliance on nonlocal materials ls evident through time from the early 
Middle Archaic to the Late Archaic. A chi square test (chi square = 
988. 133, df = 2, p < 0. 0001) of these values supports the relative 
differential usage of local and nonlocal raw materials through time. 
The same bas t e  pattern of an increase of the importance of nonlocal 
materials from the early Middle Archaic to the Late Archaic was 
observed by Amick (1984) in his analysis of seven sites in the central 
Duck River Basin. If the deb ltage in size grade 4 ls not included as 
was the case in Amlck's analyses, this pattern still holds for the 
Hayes deb ltage. 
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Tab l e  7. 3: Deb i tage i n  General Categor i es by Size Grade and Component 
LA 
I HA 
eHA 
LA 
I HA 
eHA 
2 
IDENTIFIABLE 
S i ze Grade 
3 4 
count we ight count we ight count we i ght count we i ght 
39 1387 . 6g 
31 1269 .Og 
57 278 1 .9g 
491 2333 . 4g 
294 1641 � 2g 
369 2310 . 3g 
2 
3326 1639 . 0g 
1 564 873 . lg 
1 286 793 . 3g 
I NDETERMINANT 
S i ze Grade 
3 
91 1 5  51 1 . 3g 
3658 182 . Sg 
1056 73 .9g 
4 
count we ight count we ight count we i ght count we ight 
54 . 8g 
1 
count we i ght 
8 
8 
7 
count 
2 
42 . 4g 
47 .6g 
23 . 1 g 
we ight 
498 184 . 4g 
183 1 1 4 . 2g 
102 64 . 8g 
BURNT 
S i ze Grade 
3 
count we ight 
3173 158 . 9g 
830 32 .7g 
185 1 1 .0g 
4 
count we ight  
--------.... --------------------�---------------------------------------------
LA 
I HA 
eHA 
LA 
1 MA 
eMA 
4 
3 
9 
266 . 8g 57 191 . 9g 
226 . 2g 31 169 . 3g 
4 1 0 . 3g 30 196 . 5g 
849 385 . 2g 
430 207 . 8g 
125 98 . 3g 
TOTALS 
S l ze Grade 
2623 
567 
107 
1 2 3 4 
1 1 8 . 5g 
60 .7g 
10 . 9g 
count we ight count we ight count we ight count we i ght 
43 1654 . 4g 
34 1495 .2g 
67 3247 . 0g 
556 2567 .?g 
333 1858 . 1g 
406 2529 . 9g 
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4673 2208 . 6g 
21n 1 1 95 . t g 
15 13 956 . 4g 
1 491 1 828 . 7g 
5055 276 .2g 
1348 95 .8g 
Table 7. 4: I dent i fiable Deb i tage by Raw Mater i al Type and Component 
Loca l 
Non l oca l 
Late Archa i c  
4641 35 . 8% 
8330 64 .2% 
TOTALS 1 2971 100% 
l ate 
M i dd le  Archai c  
2659 47 . 9% 
2888 52 . 1 % 
5547 100% 
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ear l y  
M i ddl e Archa i c  
1858 67 . 1 % 
910 32 . 9% 
2768 1 00% 
TOTALS 
9158 
12 128 
21 286 
Those materials in the identifiable category in size grades 1 
through 3 were examined by both mass analysis and individual flake 
techniques. This entire sample of debitage could not be assigned to 
reduction stage by individual flake analysis because some of this 
debitage ls shatter and does not exhibit .the needed attributes. A 
total of 5485 pieces of debitage could be assigned to a reduction 
stage by the individual flake analysis. Although the complete sample 
could not be assigned to reduction stage by this method, tne other 
attributes which are part of the individual flake analysis were 
recorded. The entire sample was sorted as local and nonlocal chert. 
No bipolar debitage and very little bifacial debitage C lipped platform 
with three or more facets as defined by Magne 1985) was found in this 
sample. The smal  amount of bl facial debltage C N=21) was not large 
enough for separate analysis so this material was added to the late 
stage category. Counts of debitage by component, by local/nonlocal 
chert, and by reduction stage are shown in Table 7.5. 
The interpretive framework suggests that patterning should be 
evident as differential reduction of local/nonlocal materials. A 
l og l inear mode l (Kennedy 1 983 ) was fitted to the data presented in 
Table 7. 5 and it was determined that the interaction of local/nonlocal 
materials with reduction stage was needed for the data to fit the 
model. Also, differences exist between the components in terms of 
reduction of nonlocal and local materials as evident by portions of 
the interaction of provenience, local/nonlocal and reduction stage 
being significant to the model. Thus, the loglinear model suggests 
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Tab l e 7 . 5 :  I den t i f i ab l e  Deb l tage Sor ted i n to Reduc t i on Stages by 
I ndi v i dua l F l ake Ana l ys i s  
Loca l 
Non l oca l 
Ear l y  
888 77 . 3% 
1089 1 5 . 1 %  
TOTALS 1977 
Loca l 
Non l oca l 
TOTALS 
Loca l 
Non l oca l 
TOTALS 
Ear l y  
636 77 .5% 
244 . 49 . 2% 
880 
Ear l y  
592 74 . 9% 
1 81 65 . 1% 
773 
LATE ARCHAIC 
Stages 
Middl e  
174 15 . 1% 
504 25 .8% 
· 678 
Late TOTALS 
87 7 . 6% 1 1 4� 100% 
358 18 . 3% 1951 100% 
445 3100 
l ate MI DDLE ARCHAIC 
Stages 
Middl e 
1 43 17 . 4% 
151 30 . 4% 
294 
·Late TOTALS 
42 5 . 1 % 821 100% 
1 0 1  20 . 4% 496 100% 
143 1317 
ear l y  MIDDLE ARCHAIC 
Stages 
Midd l e  Late TOTALS 
146 1 8 . 5% 
65 23 . 4% 
21 1 
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52 6 . 6, 790 100% 
32 1 1 . 5% 278 100% 
84 1068 
that lt ls val i d  to exam i ne pattern i ng between local/nonlocal 
materials as per reduction stage as suggested in the interpret i ve 
framework and d i fferences i n  this patterning exist in the three 
components at the Hayes Site. 
Two patterns - are ev i dent i n  Table 7. 5. 
Pattern One : Local mater i als are reduced i n  the same manner for al 1 
three components with a major focus on early stage reduction. 
Pattern Two : Nonlocal mater i als ar� used for late stage reduct i on to 
a lesser degree i n  the early M i ddle Archa i c  than i n  the other 
components. 
Pattern One is supported by a ch i square test <ch i square = 8. 2355 , df 
= 4, p = 0. 0833), show i ng that the reduction stages of local mater i als 
ls not signif i cantly d i fferent across the three components. Pattern 
Two 1 s · a 1 so supported by a ch l square test (ch l square = 20 . 6339 , df = 
4, p = 0. 0004) because a s i gn i f i cant d i fference i n  the reduct i on 
stages of nonlocal mater i als was found across the three components. 
Other lines of ev i dence can be brought to bear regard i ng the 
recogn i t i on of these patterns. 
Other Lines of Evidence 
A genera l trend noted by Ahl er ( 1 99 1 , personal conununlcation > in 
his experimenta l mass ana l ys i s  data is the average weight of deb i tage 
decreases l n  s i ze grades 2 and 3 with later stages of reduction. The 
same pattern i ng should be present in both s i ze grades but only data 
for s i ze grade 3 ls exam i ned here because of larger sample s i zes. If 
support ls to be gai ned for Pattern One as seen i n  Table 7. 5, average 
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weights of local debitage should be comparable ln slze grade 3. A log 
scale was used because the deb ltage weights exhibited a skewed, 
non-normal dlstrlbutlon and the log weights are needed . for statistical 
analysis. Only debitage in the Identifiable category could be used 
because individual debitage weights were needed to ca l cu l ate the log 
values. Average log weights, standard deviations, and counts for 
local and nonlocal debitage for each component are shown in Table 7 . 6 .  
Clearly, the average weights for the local debitage in size grade 3 
are comparable, supporting Pattern One <local materials are reduced in 
the same manner for a 1 1  three components>. If  Pat tern Two. is to be 
supported, the average log weights for nonlocal debitage in the Late 
Archaic and late Middle Archaic components should be significantly 
smaller than the debitage In the early Middle Archaic component . The 
t-test comparing the Late Archaic to the early Middle Archaic <t = 
4. 5360, df = 271, p < 0. 0001> and the late Middle Archaic to the early 
Middle Archaic <t = 3. 280, df = 271, p = 0. 0006) are both significant 
supporting Pattern Two. Both Patterns One and Two as evident In the 
individual flake analysis results are supported by examination of mass 
analysis weights. 
A second general trend found by Ah l er < 1991,  personal 
cormnunication> in his experimental mass analysis data is the number of 
cortica l flakes decreases in a l l size grades with later stages of 
reduction. If support ls to be galned for Pattern One, the percentage 
of local cortical debitage should be comparable for all components. 
The count of cortical local and nonlocal debltage and the percentage 
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Tab l e  7. 6 :  Log We i ghts of Ident i fiab l e  Deb i tage i n  Size Grade Three 
Canponent 
Late Archa i c  
l ate M i ddle Archaic 
ear l y  M iddl e Archai c 
LOCAL 
N Mean Std. Dev 
1 40a -o . 877 o . 0so· 
1 056 -0 . 840 0 . 878 
1 0 1 4  -0 .840 0 . 875 
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NONLOCAL 
N Mean Std. Dev. 
1 91 8  - 1 . 208 0 . 795 
508 - 1 . 263 0 . 816 
272 - 1 . 050 0 . 889 
this represents for size grades 1-3 for each component ls presented ln 
Table 7. 7. Pattern One ls not wholly supported by these data. The 
percentages of local cortical debltage for size grades 1 and 2 are 
comparable but there ls wide divergence between those percentages ln 
size grade 3. Pattern Two ls also not wholly supported by the data 
presented in Table 7 . 7 .  If Pattern Two ls to be supported, the 
percentages of nonlocal cortical debltage in the Late Archaic and late 
Middle Archaic components should be comparable and they should be less 
than those in the early Middle Archaic canponent . The percentages of 
nonlocal cortical debltage in size grades 1 and 2 are comparable for 
the late Middle Archaj c and late Archaic which are both substantially 
larger than those in the early Middle Archaic component . Pattern Two 
ls supported by the percentages of nonlocal debltage for size grade 3, 
where late Archaic and late Middle Archaic ls canparable and both 
substantially lower than those for the early Middle Archaic. The 
examination of mass analysis cortical amounts ls inconclusive 
pertaining to the patterning evident in the individual flake analysis. 
Amblgul�ies and congruences are both found when bringing this line of 
ev i dence to bear on the question of reduction stages . 
The final general trend suggested by Ahler (1991, personal 
communication> concerning his experimental mass analysis data ls the 
ratio of debitage In size grade 4 to size grades 1-3 should be less 
than 3 for early stages of reduction and increase for later stages of 
reduction. Instead of ratios, proportions <size grade 4 debltage 
divided by size grade 1-4 debltage) are used here so that 95% 
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Tabl e  7 . 7 :  Number and Percent of Cort i ca l  F l akes 
LOCAL 
S ize Grade 
2 3 
----------------�- � -----------�------------------------�---------------�--
Late Archai c  
l ate M iddl e Archai c  
ear l y  M idd le Archai c  
Late Archa ic  
l ate M iddl e Archai c 
ear l y  M idd l e  Archai c  
31 96 . 9% 
27 100 . 0% 
45 100 . 0% 
1 
5 71 . 4% 
4 100 . 0% 
1 2  100 . 0% 
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189 72. 1 % 
20 1 85 . 2% 
37 88 .5% 
NONLOCAL 
S i ze Grade 
2 
21 100 . 0% 
21 36 . 2% 
17  37 .0%  
493 35 . 0% 
578 54 . 7% 
662 65 . 3% 
3 
61 3 . 2% 
29 5 . 7% 
31 1 1 .  4% 
confidence intervals could be ca l culated. For these proportions, 
early stage reduction should be less than 0. 75 which would increase 
for later reduction stages. If support ls to be gained for Pattern 
One, proportions of local debltage in each component should be 
comparable and less than 0. 75. Proportions and confidence lnterva-l s 
are presented ln Table 7. 8 for local and nonlocal debitage by 
component. The proportions for local debltage for each component ls 
less than 0. 75 but are not very comparable. I f  support is to be 
gained for Pattern Two, proportions for the Late Archaic and l ate 
Middle Archaic should be comparable and greater than 0.75 while the 
proportion for the early Middle Archaic component should be less than 
0. 75. The data support the Pattern Two. Although the proportions for 
local materials are not comparable, they are al 1 less than 0. 75 which 
ls taken as general support of Pattern One . Support is also gained 
for Pattern Two by the mass analysis proportions. 
In summary, the multiple lines of evidence based on the mass 
ana l ysis technique generally support the patterning in reduction 
stages evident in the local and nonlocal materials from the Individual 
f l ake ana l ysis. Clear cut support cou l d  not be gained for either 
Pattern One or Two using mass analysis cortical amounts. In some 
respects, the cortical amounts patterned as would be expected, but in 
other areas the opposite ls true. One factor that could confuse the 
interpretation of the cortical amounts ls that various cherts with 
different cortex types (Appendix) are included within the local and 
nonlocal categories. The only other area where support was not 
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Tab l e  7 . 8 :  Proport i ons and Conf i dence Interva l s  
Loca l 
Non l ocal 
Proport i on 
Late Archai c  
0 .6942 
l . H .  Archa ic 
0 . 5796 
e . M .  Archaic 
0 . 3614 
Con . Inter . 0 . 6832 - 0 . 70052 0 . 5493 - 0 . 5826 0 . 3418 - 0 . 38 1 0  
Proport i on 0 . 7678 0 . 81 00 
Con . I nter . 0 . 7595 - 0 . 7761 0 . 7963 - 0 . 8237 
89 
0 . 5329 
0 . 5028 - 0 . 5739 
obviously galned ls in the proportions for local debltage. The 
proportions for the local debltage for the three components were not 
as comparable as expected but they did all fall below the value of 
0. 75 which indicates that the focus for each was early stage 
reduction. The reliability of the patterning seen in the individual 
flake analysis has been strengthened by using multiple lines of 
evidence based on the mass anlaysls technique. The next step ls to 
employ the interpretive framework in order to assign meaning to this 
patterning. 
Employing the Interpretive Framework 
Three sets of expectations were developed concerning use of 
local/nonlocal raw materials for different site types. These 
expectations specifically concerned: 1) percentage of local and 
nonlocal debltage at the site; 2) frequency of local debltage in 
early, middle and late reduction stages; 3) frequency of nonlocal 
debitage in early, middle and late reduction stages. Through a 
compar l son of these expecta.t l ons and the actua 1 observed va 1 ues for 
the components at Hayes, site types can be assigned and changes over 
time can be documented. 
Al though the largest number of level s was examined for the early 
Middle Archaic component of the Hayes Site <Figure 7. 1), the smallest 
amount of debltage by count (3, 334) was examined for this component 
<Table 7. 1). The greatest percentage (67. 1%) of local debitage was 
recorded for this component <Table 7. 4). This percentage ls higher 
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than expected for the three site types outlined in Table 2. 1, but 
would best flt wlth a forager residence. A total of 1068 pleces of 
debitage was assigned to reduction stages using individual flake 
analysis <Table 7. 5).  The percentages recorded for the local debitage 
ln early, middle, and late stages of reduction ls also most comparable 
with the expectations for a forager residence. However, a much hlgher 
percentage of nonlocal debltage was classified as early stage 
reduction. This pattern of a greater amount of nonlocal debltage 
observed than expected ls recurrent for all components and will be 
examined ln greater detail below. Importantly, as expected for a 
forager residence there ls twice as much middle stage debltage as late 
stage debitage. The early Middle Archaic component at the Hayes Site 
ls best classified as a forager residence based on the evidence 
presented here . The major ambiguity is the high percentage of 
nonlocal debitage classified as early reduction stage. 
A total of 7 , 599 pieces of debitage was examined for the late 
Middle Archaic component of the Hayes Site and the total weight 
(4824. 6 g) of this debltage was the smallest for the components <Table 
7. 1 > . The debltage was equa l l y  divided between l oca l and non l oca l 
categories <Table 7. 4> which ls what ls expected for a forager 
residence . The percentages of early, middle, and late stage local 
debltage ls also consistent with what would b� expected for a forager 
residence. In fact , as previously stated, a chi square test comparing 
reduction stages of local debitage for the three components showed no 
significant difference. That ls, a significant difference ln the use_ . 
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of local materials for early and late Middle Archaic components could 
not be found. The observed use of nonlocal materials does not flt 
well with the expectations for a forager residence. Again, a higher 
percentage of nonlocal debltage falls within the early stage category 
making the interpretation of the middle and late stage categories 
difficult. The relationship of these percentages does not match well 
with that expected for any of the site types. The observed 
relationship (1.5 to 1) falls between the relationship expected for a 
forager residence (approximately 2 to 1) and that for a collector 
residence C l  to 1). The interpretation of the nonlocal debltage ls 
inconclusive but not drastically inconsistent with what ls expected 
for a forager residence. The best site type interpretation for the 
late Middle Archaic component of the Hayes Site, like the early Middle 
Archaic component, l s  a forager residence. 
The debltage from the Late Archaic component at the Hayes Site is 
the most difficult to interpret. The largest amount of debitage 
examined by both count (20, 183 ) and weight (7, 259. 4 g) ls from this 
canponent (Table 7. 1 ) .  More than half of this amount by count (73. 8%) 
was from size grade 4 <Table 7. 3). The percentages of local and 
nonlocal debitage presented in Table 7. 4 are most comparable with the 
expectations for a collector residence. However, the use of local 
chert <Table 7. 5), as with the other two components, compares best 
with the expectations for a forager residence. Also, as with the 
other two components, there ls a higher than expected percentage of 
nonlocal debltage classified as ear l y stage. Focusing on the middle 
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to late stage ratio for nonlocal deb ltage , the observed ratio ls close 
to that expected for a collector residence. The interpretation of the 
Late Archaic component from the Hayes Site ls problematic but the 
greatest amount of evidence fits with a collector residence site type. 
Interestingly , the reduction of local debitage does not support this 
conclusion. 
Two areas of ambiguity require further discussion. The first 
concerns the reduction of local debitage not being significantly 
different for the three components when other evidence points to a 
difference in site types. The second ls the large amount of nonlocal 
deb ltage classified as early reduction when little to none of this 
material was expected to be £ran early stages for any of the site 
types. 
The reduction of local materials for the three components follows 
what ls expected for a forager residence. This fits well with the 
other evidence for the two Middle Archaic components and the 
conclusion drawn ls that they both represent foarger residences. 
However , for the Late Archaic period the other evidence points toward 
a co l l ector res i dence. This ambi guity ls dlfflcult to explain. 
Problems with methods and the framework are potentially to blame. 
However , based on the resu l ts of this ana l ysis , the best explanation 
ls that during the Late Archaic the Hayes Site was used for both a 
forager residence and a collector residence. During one season or 
part of the year the site was occupied by an aggregate group of 
hunter-gatherers organized as collectors and at. another time of the 
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year the Hayes Site was reused by a group organized as foragers. This 
more intensive use of the site during a given year may also help 
exp l ain the high density of materia l s  in the Late Archaic component. 
This is a somewhat complex explanation but ls necessary if the present 
framework and methodo l ogy ls kept intact. This, of course, needs 
further testing. 
Two potentia l explanations can be postulated to address the 
problem of larger than expected percentages of nonlocal debltage 
class lf led as early reduction. The f lrst ls that Fort ·Payne and Bigby 
Cannon mate�la l s  were procured on a regu l ar basis from the Outer 
Nashville Basin and that these materials were brought back to the 
Hayes S lte for reduction. That ls, the materia l s  from the Outer 
Nashville Basin gravel bars are cl ose enough to the Hayes Site <12-20 
km w lth resources improving further from the site> that they must be 
considered loca l materials. If  this is the case, so l utions to this 
problem would be difficult to find because the sorting of loca l and 
non l ocal materials m lg�t prove impossible. One possibl e  avenue that 
wou l d need to be pursued ls the search for d lstlngu lsh lng 
characters l tlcs between Highland Rlm Fort Payne and Bigby Cannon 
cherts from those in the Nashville Basin. The more probable 
explanant lon is that bi facial cores were used throughout the 
prehistoric occupation of the Hayes Site and the individual f l ake 
analysis cannot be used to accurately identify blfacial core reduction 
as middl e stage. Potentially, much of the reduction of b lfacia l cores 
for the production of flakes was classified In this ana l ysis as early 
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stage when it was initially expected to be classified as middle stage. 
Unfortunately, blfaclal cores are not often reproduced and reduced in 
flintknapping experiments. Greater experimentation that deals with 
blfacial cores ls needed if organization of technology principles are 
to be used in interpreting llthlc assemblages. 
Sunmary 
The trends found in the individual flake analysis concerning the 
usage and reduction of local and nonlocal materials were generally 
upheld by the multiple lines of evidence establ ished through mass 
analys t s. Having support from the mass analysis, the results of the 
individual flake analysis were compared to the interpretive framework . 
Based on this, it can be concluded that hunter-gatherers utilized the 
Hayes Site as a forager residence during the Middle Archaic period. 
Although with less reliability, it can also be suggested that the 
Hayes Site was variably used during the Late Archaic period. At one 
season of the year the site was used as a collector residence and at 
another time the site was reused by a smaller group of 
hunter-gatherers as a forager residence. 
The use of the Hayes Site as a forager residence during the 
Middle Archaic and a collector/forager residence during the Late 
Archaic supports the model postulated by Amick (1 984). In  turn, this 
conflicts with Hofman's (1 985> view that Middle Archaic shell midden 
sites were used as collector residences. At least, the Middle Archaic 
components of the Hayes Site do not flt this pattern based on this 
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lithic analysis. I t  would be interesting to exami ne the lithics from 
the Ervin Site, another Middle Archaic shell midden in the central 
Duck R iver Bas i n ,  because Hofman (1985) concluded that it was used as 
a collector residence during that time period. 
The interpretation of the Hayes Site cannot stand on lithic 
analysis alone. Indeed, greater lithic analysis using other 
interpretive frameworks that incorporate expectations concerning 
frequencies of different tool types of local and nonlocal materials 
would be an interesting area of ·research. However , other lines of 
evidence from other artifact classes need to be brought to bear 
concerning questions of the organization of hunter-gatherers that used 
the Hayes Site during the Middle and Late Archaic. The findings 
presented here should prompt such analyses and provide ideas for 
further testing and examination. 
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Chapter VIII 
Summary 
The goal of this project was the analysis of the lithic 
assemblage from the Hayes Site to examine hunter-gatherer 
technological organization and mobility. I n  order to accomplish this 
goal, an interpretive framework was developed. This framework was 
based on concepts from the organization of technology developed by 
Binford (1977) and others <Bamforth 1986 ; Kelly 1988 ; Nelson 1991), 
models of hunter-gatherer mobility <Binford 1980) , and the 
distribution of raw materials in relation to the Hayes Site (Amick 
1984). This interpretive framework consisted of predicting raw 
material usage and reduction patterns for different hunter-gatherer 
site types. 
If  this interpretive framework was to be of use, reliable 
inferences concerning raw material usage and reduction had to be made 
from the archaeological assemblage at the Hayes Site. The ability of 
archaeologists to make such I nferences has been strong l y  questioned by 
some postprocessualists. Two major arguments used by postprocessual 
archaeologists (problems concerning positivism and theory ladenness )  
were laid to rest. I t  was shown that through building middle range 
theory and using multiple lines of evidence reliable inferences can be 
made from archaeological evidence. 
Two important methods of building middle range theory are 
ethnoarchaeology and experimental archaeology. The importance of 
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experimenta l archaeo l ogy for l ithlc ana l ysts cannot be understated. 
Ethnoarchaeo l ogica l research ls not viab l e  because no extant cu l ture 
uses stone too l s as a maj or portion of their economy. The importance 
of experimenta l archaeo l ogy to l lthic ana l ysis has not a l ways been 
appreciated. A l though there ls a l ong history of f l lntknapplng 
experiments in archaeo l ogy , these experiments have not had a great 
impact on archaeo l ogica l interpretations. For f l lntknapping 
experiments to have an impact on archaeo l ogica l interpretations and ln 
making ln.ferences re l iab l e ,  there must be a reorientation and 
commitment to high experimenta l standards. By reorientation , it is 
meant that f l lntknapplng experiments must be focused l ess on 
particu l aristic goals and more toward the goa l s  of contemporary 
archaeo l ogy. Specifica l l y ,  the organization of techno l ogy provides a 
guide to the conduct of f l lntknapp lng experimentation. A l so, high 
standards I n  f l lntknapping experimenta l methods must be uti l ized. 
Four important e l ements to the conduct of an experiment were 
identified from an examination of the l iterature in the fie l d  of 
phi l osophy. These e l ements are: re l ation to theory ; accuracy ; 
val idity; and coverage. Other I nsights into the conduct of 
experiments coul d be made from a more lndepth examination of this 
l iterature. The sma l l extent to which these e l ements had been used ln 
archaeo l ogica l experiments was examined. Four f l lntknapplng 
traditions were def i ned (rep l icative , fracture mechanics , cognitive , 
debltage c l ass lflcatlon) and lt was shown how these four e l ements had 
been and cou l d  be further used ln each of these traditions. Two 
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flintknapping experiments in the debitage classification tradition 
(mass analysis and individual flake) were found to measure up wel l 
against criteria of a good experiment. These two experiments had the 
greatest impact on the analysis conducted here. 
Debitage analysis was considerd the best method of determining 
the information needed for using the interpretive framework. Debitage 
was sorted as to local/nonlocal material and assigned to a reduction 
stage. Individual flake analysis developed by Magne (1985) was the 
primary means of assigning debitage to reduction stages, because his 
technique was considered to have greater coverage than the mass 
analysis technique developed by Ahler (1988). Multiple lines of 
evidence based on mass analysis were used to examine the results of 
the individual flake analysis. In this way, inferences concerning 
reduction of materials at the Hayes Site would be based on both 
experimental work and multiple l ines of evidence. 
The following conclusions were reached based on the 
implementation of the above approach to the analysis of the lithic 
assemblage from the Hayes Site: 
1) The site was used as a forager residence during the Middle Archaic 
time period. 
2 >  The site was probably used as a collector residence and a forager 
residence during the Late Archaic time period. 
The patterning evident from the individual flake analysis was 
confirmed by the multiple lines of evidence derived from the mass 
analysis data. The interpretation of the Middle Archaic components 
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was relatively straightforward with the evidence pointing toward a 
forager residence. However, ambiguity remained in the interpretation 
of the Late Archaic component. The most parsimonious manner of 
dealing with this ambiguity was concluding that the site was variably 
used during that component. 
Clearly, this analysis ls both an end product and a step ; a step 
toward greater understanding of prehistoric hunter-gatherer lifeways 
in the central Duck River Basin. Future steps must be taken if 
inferences are to be strengthened and conclusions further tested. 
This project has pointed to many avenues of future research. One· 
avenue is the conduct of flintknapping experiments guided by concepts 
from the organization of technology. Specifically, a greater 
investigation of the reduction of bifacia·l cores and the types of 
deb ltage produced ls important for developing the type of interpretive 
framework used here. Concerning hunter-gatherer lifeways in the 
central Duck River Basin, research into the llthic assemblage at the 
Ervin Site which Hofman (1985> concluded was used as a collector 
residence during the Middle Archaic could be revealing. Focusing on 
the Hayes S i te, more i ndepth ana l ys i s  of fauna l and l l th i c  rema i ns i s  
necessary. Also, an investigation of human burials should be 
completed comparable to that conducted by Hofman ( 1985 ) for the site. 
Archaeologists are still a long way from reconstructing 
hunter-gatherer lifeways with the necessary precision·. However, the 
combination of general theoretical concepts such as the organization 
of technology with middle range theory building such as flintknapping 
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experimentation can shorten that distance. The centra l Duck River 
Basin in Middle Tennessee remains an important arena for utilizing 
ideas and mode l s  concerning hunter-gatherers. As conc l uded by Morey 
( 1988) in his ana l ysis of fauna l remains from the Hayes Site, too few 
answers have been provided and too many questions have been revea l ed. 
More ana l yses with greater precision are needed if the number of 
answers are to catch up with the number of questions. 
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APPEND IX 
Individual Flake Analysis Attributes 
Provenience - unit and level designation 
Raw Material Type - for chert type descriptions See Amick (1984) 
BC = Bigby Cannon 
B = Brassfield 
C = Carters 
FPB = Ft. Payne light blue 
FPT = Ft. Payne tan 
FPH = Ft. Payne heated 
FPO = Ft. Payne other 
RET = Ridley excellent texture 
ROT = Ridley other texture 
SL = St . Louis 
BT = Burnt - exh l bit potlidding or crazing 
Ind = Indeterminate - cannot be confidently assigned 
to a raw material type 
Texture - 1 = excellent - �itreous, homogeneous 
2 = fine - in between excellent and medium 
3 = medium - sandy to touch 
4 = coarse - fossileforous 
Cortex Amount - 0 = no cortex 
1 = 1-50% cortex 
2 = 50-100% cortex 
Cortex Type - 1 = incipient fracture plane - flat smooth surface often 
wlth veneer of mineral deposit 
2 = matrix residual - soft, white to yellow chalk, easily 
scratched with fingernail or knife 
3 = water worn - hard, thin, smooth cortex, usually brown 
to reddish-brown with rounded edges 
S l ze Grade - See Ahler ( 1989 > 
1 = Grade 1: 1 inch 
2 = Grade 2: 1/2 inch 
3 = Grade 3: #3.5 (approximately 1/4 inch) 
4 = Grade 4: #7 (approximately 1/8 inch) 
Weight - to nearest tenth gram, uslng d l gital scale 
Portion - See Sullivan & Rozen (1985) 
1 = complete 
2 = proximal 
3 = distal 
4 = shatter 
1 1 3 
Individual Flake Analysis Attributes (continued ) 
Platform Type - -1 = cortical 
0 = 0 facets 
1 = 1 facet 
2 = 2 facets 
3 = 3 or more facets 
4 = lipped . number of facets (ie 4 . 2 >  
5 = crushed 
6 = completelt cortical 
Dorsal Scar Count - number of dorsal scars , See Magne (1985 ) 
0 = 0 scars 
1 = 1 scar 
2 = 2 scars 
3 = 3 or more scars 
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Mass Analys i s  Attr ibutes 
Proven ience - un i t  and level des i gnat i on 
Raw Material Type - BC = B i gby Cannon 
B = Brassf i eld 
C = Carters 
FPB = Ft. Payne l i ght blue 
FPT = Ft. Payne tan 
FPH = Ft. Payne heated 
FPO = Ft . Payne other 
RET = Ridley excellent texture 
ROT = Ridley other texture 
SL = St . Lou i s  
BT = Burnt - exh i b i t  potlldd i ng or craz i ng 
S i ze Grade - See Ahler (1989 ) 
1 = Grade 1: 1 i nch 
2 = Grade 2: 1/2 I nch 
3 = Grade 3: #3. 5 (approx imately 1/4 I nch ) 
4 = Grade 4: #7 (approximately 1/8 i nch > 
Total Count - total number of flakes i n  a part icular s i ze grade 
Total Weight - total we i ght of flakes i n  a part i cular s i ze grade 
Count of Cort i cal - count of flakes in  a part i cular si ze grade that 
exh i b i t  cortex 
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